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"Exclusionary"
clubs face pot ential
budget freeze
By David Holtzmaii
STAFF WRITER

Student Association funding for
"exclusionary clubs" thai limit their
membershipmaybe reduced o t come from
otherareas in the future in light of Stu-A's
curren t budget freeze.
Dave Jorgensen '92, Stu-A treasurer,
introduced the issue at a Presidents'
Council meeting last Wednesday night
Hedescribed exelqsia nary groups as those
that accept only a small number of
qualified people or that meet behind
closed doors*
•"Somechibs, because of the nature of
what they do, have limited accessibility/'
said Jorgensen, "Those clubs are actually
in violation of our non-discriminatory
charter."' The Colby 8 and Col by
Emergency Response were cited by
Jorgensen as possible examples.
The question now is not whether the
clubs will continue to receive funding,
but where this funding will come from*
"It's basically an administrative
problem/' Jorgensen said. "A possible
soiutionWauid be to havethe ColbySand
other musical groups bo backed by the
Music Department/ as is the case with the
Colby Symphony Orchestra. I don 't think
that would be a likel y ou tcome, but we
have to consider it/'
Stu-A president Jason Soules '93, said
he will meet with Jorgensen this week to
try to categorizedubs which receive Stu«
A money as exclusionary or otherwise.
"Anybody can join these groups,
technically/'said Soules, "But ,obviously,
you can't just let anybod y be a regular
member."
Theamountof money received by clubs
whose status is being evaluated in the
ne arfu t ure m ay dependonhow accessible
theyarc tothogencral studcntbQdy-Soules
emphasized that nd $roup will have its
fun ding cut entirely.
A s Stw-A struggles to find money for
Colby's many an d diverse groups,it is at
the same time trying to deal with new
clubs that form as offshoots of older ones
or with purposes much like thus* of
already established groups, Jorgcnscnand
Soules cited as an example the Colby
Company, tt musical group started by
studen ts who did not mak« it into
Broadway Musical Revxu?,
"There is a freeze on the formation of
new clubs now/' Jorgensen said , "Until ft

larger budget comes from the College,
well stick to that freeze." He said the
Colby Companyis welcome to fry to find
its own money, but tha t Stu-A Cannot
support it right now.
"Those {older!clubsonly consist of 10
to 15 people but get a lot of money/
Soules said. "That's the problem/'
K ris Boy n t on '92, president of the
Colby $, said his club receives $350
annually, just enough to fund al! of its
activities* He said acutin funding would
hurt,but that hisgroup cannot be expected
to change its limited membership*
"We've talked about this sort of fhiiig
in thepasr/'saidBoynton. "But there's no
other Way We can do it. It's an eight-man
a, cappeila group* We just don't accept
everyone/'
"{A cut in funding? wouldn't destroy
7
us/ he added. "We're fortunate enough
to have profits from elsewhere,like from
alumni, But if we didn 't have Colby
money, we couldn 't do special things."
Road tri ps to Bowdoin and alumni
gatherings, replacement of old music
sheets as well as sweaters and necessities
like photocopying would cither be
reduced or completely eliminated if the
group's allocation was cut back, Boynton
said*
Another potentially "exclusionary"
group is Colby Emergency Response
fCJELK.],whose director is Dan Belvin '92.
"I disagree with the term
exclusionary/' said Beivin. "We are
purposely selectfuL Police and doctors
are, too. You can't just put anyone into it.
If you're not trained, you can't do active
shift work,but if you're fust interested iu
learning what emergency medical
technicians do, there are internal things
people can do,"
The only way to be trai ned on-campus
to be an active member of C.E.R., Beivin
$aid, is to ta ke the B»M.T- Jan Plan* Some
current CRR. members were certified as
E.M-T/s in other states ,, however, ot
through an off-campus program in the
Waterville ajea*
A budget cutback of any sort "would
be a detriment lo the Colby community as
a whole/' said Beivin. All equipment
used by the group has to be rep laced on an
annual basis,because it wears out. This is
where the group incurs costs only Colby
funding can cover.
At the opposite end of the spectrum
are those groups op en to al( students,
such as Colby Safe, the escort service
headedbyMeredilhGregory'94.Theciwb
operate!*oh a volunteer basis and receive*
no funding from tine school, D

The wristband experiment

Wristbands were not used during last weekend's Screw-Your-Roommate.
By Ry an Feeley
STAFF WETTER

Wristbands wereused on an experimental
basis at the Foss Toga Party last Friday in
order to desi gnate students of legal drinking
age,said Jason Soules '93,Stud ent Association
president.
Students were dissatisfied when people
above the legal drinking age were separated
from under age students at a Student Center
party during Homecomin g weekend.
Drinking was confined to a cash bar area on
the balcony where onl y those 21 and over
were admitted.
The dissatisfaction led to a meeting
between the administration and Tullio
Nieman , director of Student Activities. The
group discussed possible alternatives to
separation of legal drinkers from underage
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students and Nieman and Soules decided to
try using wristbands.
"We talked about being able to have
everyone in one place," said Soules.
The Foss Toga Party had an area for legal
drinkers where drinks could be purchased ,
and an area where students who were
drinking could ming le w ith people who were
underage. Nieman said that security was
stationed in the area to "make sure that no
passing of drinks would occur."
Others discredited the new system.
"Its very easy for underage people to get
around the wristband rule," said Ned Brown
'93, head resid en t of Woodman. The wristband
rule has not been reviewed with Security,
said Nieman.
"I don't t h i n k it 's possible to use this system
again because the administration knows it's
jeopardizing its position by making drinking
so easy for underage people," said Brown.Cl

Safety and Security diversifies
By Dou g Hill
STAFF WRITER
Lynn Lamontagne, Colby's only female
security officer at present, began working at
the College as a reserve officer September 16,
1991.
When asked why she chose to be a security
officer, she said'. "I wanted experience. Since
I just got my associate degree [in Criminal
Justice], I thought security would be a good
place to start."
Lamontagne is not concerned about
potentially difficult situations, such as having
to break up fights between football players.
"it's just my job and I just have to do the
best I can. I enjoy working with the people.
It's interesting," she said.
Security Officer Jim Dickinson, who has
been at Colby for seven and a half years
worked with Lamontagncover Homecoming
Weekend.
She s pleasant enough. The kids seem to
like her. 1 expected some nervousness at the
large parties, but nothing seemed to bother

Lynn Lamontagne

photo by An Druker

her," said Dickinson. "She has some insight
on college life so that may help her a bit. "
Lamontagne worked for MBI Security
before being hired by Colby. She currently
works forthecornmunications center at MidMaine Hospital as well. Lamontagne is not a
Continued on page 7
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Williams incidents
prompt safety advisory

Williams Hall was troubled last Tuesday and Wednesday
nights by intruders iri .the area. Two incidents,one involving
four high-school aged men with a video camera, and the
other involving a shot-through window, have prompted
Securityadvisories around campus.
"The people with the video camera were all non-Colby
people," said John Frechette, acting director of Safety and
Security. "It's kind of unclear as to what they were doing."
The second incident involved what was probably a b.b.
gun. "It is unknown that it was a b.b. gun,we're assuming it
was," said Frechette. The shooting came from the woods
behind Hillside.
"Securityhas increasedpatrols since the incident. Several
people have made suggestions to members of Presidents'
Council for increasedlighting in the area,"said Jon Eddinger
'93, Williams Head Resident. "I also talked to PaulJohnston
and he mentioned that the woods behind Hillside would
probably be thinned out for ecological reasons, but also so
you can see farther back in the woods so people can't hide out
back there." (A.K.)

Calling all
Gaps, Levis, and Calvins!

In honor of National Coming Out Day, the Bridge is
asking students, faculty and staff to wear blue jeans today in
support of gay and lesbian rights.
"Since [wearing jeans] is so common, we'll see if people
makea consciouseffort not to wear jeans,"said Kate Morrison
'94, president of the Bridge.
Tonight the Bridge will host its weekly meeting and
discussion in the Foss small dining hall at 8 p.m. The
discussion, which is open to everyone, will be about
homophobia. (C.A)

Fee should
curb key abuse

Students who forget to bring their keys when they check
their mail will now have to pay $15 in cash to receive a new
key. A new system for temporarily obtaining a mailbox key
from the Student Center post office was proposed by the
Presidents' Council last Wednesday. Ironed out by Student
Association Vice-President Karen Laidley '93, and Jane
Robertson, who works in the Eustis mailroom, the proposal
suggested doing away with the old system, in which the cost
for a new mail key was charged to a student's account. From
now on, students must pay cash for the temporary mail keys.
Laidley said students were abusing the old system, in
which a $5charge was applied for a new key. While all of the
money will be refundable, Laidley said the stiff initial fee
should hel p students remember to bring their keys. (D.H.H.)
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"Are yoixpeople really doing an articleon
this?This isn't news*Why don't you find
something real to writeabout?"- Chair oi the
MathematicsDepartment Keith f?evtm, on ihe
McW*hriefabout the coursechange in the
compute*scienceminoftQ
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More choice in January

The unusually large number of Jan Plan courses offered
this year is a result of recommendations made by last year's
Jan Plan task force, according to Dean of Faculty Robert
McArthur.
"I think that [the task force] was directly responsible for
the higher number of courses being offered,"said McArthur.
"It's one of the strongest sets of offerings we've had in Jan
Plan."
McArthuranticipatesthatapproximatelythesamenumber
of students will stay on campus this year during January,and
hopes the greater course selection will encourage more
students to remain on campus.
This year'sJan Plan,with approximately 39 courses at the
100 or 200 level, will offer more opportunities for underclass
students than past Jan Plan sessions.
The higher number of offerings may have an adverse
affect on next year's Jan Plan courses, since many professors
will teach a Jan Plan one year and take the next January off,
said McArthur. "There may be a decrease in the number of
courses nextyear," he said. (M.S.)

PH 153, Tssential Electronics', previously a requirement
for the Computer Science minor, will be replaced by AD 272,
'Computers and Decision Making ',said Chair of Mathematics
and Computer Science Keith Devlin. The course will focus on
"pretty much what the title suggests, how to use computers
in business management to make informed decisions," said
Devlin.
"[PH 153] is essentially a Physics course which focused on
how computers are built. The new course is focused on how
computers are used,"he said. The change was made after PH
153 was changed to a second year course with a prerequisite,
said Devlin. (D.H.)
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The candy machine in the street of the library was robbed
of $875 in change and candy this weekend. "Somebody
cleaned out the entire machine," said John Frechette, acting
director of Safety and Security.
Precisely how the incident occurred is unknown at this
point. "[The machine] doesn't appear to have been broken
open," said Frechette."The owners aren't really sure how the
machine was actually opened." (A.K.)

Computer Science
course change makes
news

"

The Iron Horse Bookstore
10 Railroad Sq., Waterville

Candy machine
cleaned out

X

45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
873-1010

The emptied candy machine.
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Library rug emits toxic
(and bad smelling) fumes

The smell which permeated the street of Miller Library
last month came from the glue used to paste down the new
rug.
There are four hazardous ingredients in the glue, which
comes with the following health hazard: "INHALATION:
Adverse health effects from vapors in poorly ventilated areas
may include irritation of the mucous membranes of the nose,
throat, respiratory tract, and symptoms of headache and
nausea," according to tho Material Safety Data Sheet for the
glue.
Thccontractorwholaid therug, Paul Maroonof Waterville,
said that he works with .this glue often and none of his men
have ever experienced i 11effects. The glue was used to recar pet
certain residence halls,, and no one has been bothered by the
smell there. He said that one good airing of the street would
clear the odor completely.
Supervisor of Custodial Services Arthur Sawtelle, who
contracted the new carpet, said he hadn't looked at the Safety
Data Sheet but that anytime a carpet is laid there are fumes.
Hocouldnot say whether ornotthefumcs wouldbchazardous
to anyone besides those who actually worked with the
chemicals. (E.G.)
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Roberts Union Sit-in
By Heather Logan
STAFF WRITER

service system to local draft board
advisees suggesting that the Army
Heated words and actions should attempt to draft men who
protesting the presence of military obstructed the operation of the
recruiters on campus accompanied draft. " Gould said this directive
a sit-in around an Army booth set suggested the act of protesting
up in Roberts Union on March 27, could bepunishedbybeingdrafted.
At the sit-inGould challenged the
1968.
Student and faculty protesters recruiters to debate the Vietnam
were said to have surrounded the War with him, but they declined.
Throughout the three hour
Army table to "heckle" the recruitdemonstration
the number of
ers. "Counter-demonstrators"were
protesters never fell
said to have "made
below twenty: The
obvious efforts to
number reached a
bump, kick and
high around noon
step on those who
when an estimated
were sitting on the
one
hundred people
floor,"said the Echo
took seats on the
back then.
floor of Roberts.
Protesters
ThreeNavy recruitersappeared
retaliated against this aggression
withwordsinstead of violence. The at Roberts the nextmorning,despite
demonstrators set up a booth and an official agreement stating they
gave out literature on alternatives would not visit the college due to
to the draft. While sitting, they sang the protests. The recruiters were
by
even
more
songs, played records, and gave greeted
demonstration than the previous
speeches.
Dennis Gould '70, acted as day. Hurried consultations were
between
college
spokesperson for the protesters, called
administrators
and
the
recruiters
claiming the recruiters were
violating free speech. A directive which finally resulted in the
was sent by thehead of the selective departureof thethreerecruiters. ?
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ConstructIo« or a new $4.3 million, three-ami'village complex* is expected to begin this spring.
Altitoughtheplan Is still in its p^uttiiwuy stagey the new residence facility i*expected to house afcont
tSQstudents. While the college intends to maintain its Same enrollment the newhousingcompter vnU
^
alleviate crowding,

Dartmouth College
Hanover , NH

¦

'
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Last Saturday a Dartmouthjunior who hadbeen reported missing for almost a weekwasfound dead
by police along the hank?Of the <5oimescticutlEUYer. The male student had festbeen seen nn Saturday,
September 29thfeavingap:re~paTryte
party said he did »ot seem dmhfcatid was not unhappy*Medical examinerssay the <anse of death was
accidental drowning relatedto;alcohol intoxication,

North Adams State College
*
NorthAdams,MA

A North Adams State College|«morT«ce«{Iyiamm.ed.his 19S&Ford Br<mw U mto tfee front wallof a
fcar> leavinga gaping hole*The student wai changed with three counts of. assault and battery with a
dangerousweapon,,otfeentrntofre^Messo^erMto^
Contplfed hy lCaren liproan
Assl» Ne*vs?Edi$»r

Sponsored by the Student Activities Office in celebra tion of
-Alcohol and Wellness Awareness Week-
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"AZTEC TWO-STEP'S songs, old and new, remain vital and
timeless. Their twin guitar sound and their distinctive vocal
harmonies are landmarks in the development of contemporary
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l Saturday, October 26 - Catie Curtis 7-9pm
.
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Note: Every other Monday night, beginning Octo- . - ¦
her 29, there will be "movie night" in ihe Coffee. g
'¦
house. Movies TBA.
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Saturday,December 7 - The Story-timeTEA
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Thursday, Decem ber 5 - Tom Pirozolh and
Teg Glendon 8-10pm

I Frida y, October 18 - Ellis Paul 8-10pm
¦ Open mic nite at 10pm,bring an
instrument
1
|
1 Frida y,October 25 - Vance Gilbert 8-1Opm
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Going H.O.M.E.
for fall bre ak

Poriss '92, a H.O.M.E. volunteer.
"It's a good time to get off campus
and help people.
Colby students will have their
The Colby volunteers will work
first opportunity to participate in a ata small site that can accommodate
local volunteerprogram, H.O.M.E. about 25 workers at a time. Colby
(Homemakers Organized for More students will be the only group at
Employment), this weekend during the site, according to Zimmerman.
mid-semester break.
The group will leave campus
H.O.M.E.isa community service this Saturday morning and spend
agency dedicated to developing Saturd ay and Sunday participating
self-sustenance in the rural in H.O.M.E. They will sightsee in
population, according to Kim Bar Harbor on Monday.
Zimmerman '92, director of the
"My only hope is that everyone
Colby
Volunteer
Center. has a good time,"said Zimmerman.
Participants will build a house and "I'm glad that we're all giving time
a barn and chop firewood for needy to a valuable community service."
Maine citizens.
H.O.M.E. was founded in 1970
"Thisisaprogram we'vewanted as a cooperative when a group of
to do for a couple of years now/' people began to address the needs
said Zimmerman. "I'm pleasedthat of communities in rural Maine.
it's finally off the ground."
Based in Oriand,ME., H.O.M.E. isa
Zimmerman hopes to sign up relatively small operation that tries
about 20 students of various skill to extend its workasfaras possible,
levels. She said she expects more although most of its work is in the
interested upperclassmen than Oriand area according to
freshmen , since most freshmen Zimmerman.
choose to spend their first break at
H.O.M.E. offers many social
home.
services,mcludinga clinic,day care,
"Not all students are able to go a soup Mtchen, and pr ograms in
home on mid-semester break. I'm continuing education. Different
hoping to draw from that crowd as groups such as the Boy Scouts, the
well as the people who are really Girl Scouts, and church prog ram s
dedicated," said Zimmerman.
sign up through their volunteer
"I hadn 't planned on doing program, said Zimmerman.?
anything for break" said Sarah
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By Elizabeth Herbert
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Model-AFord ownedby Professor of Italian and French Charles Fer guson.

p hoto by AriDruker

Fer gie fixes Fords for fun
he has also owned and repaired a
century-old pipe organ.
Ferguson's ability to build and
"My dad used to own one of repair with his hands dates back to
those," say many passersby when 1949, when at the age of 16 he built
they see Charles Ferguson, a car from rejected parts and taught
professor of Italian and French, himself how to drive. His parents
drive by in his 1929 Model-A Ford. eventually sold the car, along with
Ferguson acknowledgesthat he their 15 year-old Ford, in order to
has a "reverence for old things" buy a new Plymouth.
The Model-A usually parked in
and enjoys his antique hobbies for
the
faculty lot next to Coburn is not
the "benevolent attention" they
bring. When heisnottinkeringwith oneof Ferguson'soriginal creations.
his car, Ferguson is of ten fo und Hebought the car in Breman,Maine,
working in Lorimer Chapel with through an ad he placed in Hemings
the antique book bindery. He said Motor News, the "bible of old, used
By Jonathan Kaplan
STAFF WRITER

cars.
Ferguson has owned the car for
five years and drives it during the
summer months.
"[It's] a go car and not a show
car," he said.
Fergus on's Ford is a "three on
the floor" unsynchronized stick
shiftdriveslikcascmitruckbecause
one must double-clutch before
shifting gears.
Although he says that today's
cars are more serviceable,Fergus on
said his Ford is "unbreakable,"
which is one reason why he drives
a Saabduring the winter monthsD
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a L.L.Bean Warehouse Sale
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The LLBean WarehouseSale is
healed in the old Freese's building at
the Airport Mall in Bangor. Toget
exit 47 off West
Interstate 95, then
there, take
miles
(Union St.).
go two
on 222
Thesale will be on your right.

We don't have sales like this often.
That's why October 11through October 20, you'll want to be in Bangor
to get discounts from 50% to 75% on first and second quality LLBean
clothing and footwear for men and women. We'll also have great
discounts on limited quantities of other LL.Bean products.
That's a lot of very special savings.And merchandise will be added and
changed daily, so you'll want to get to Bangor early and often for the
LLBean WarehouseSale.
Dates: Friday,October 11through Sunday,October 20
Hours: 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., every day.All sales final.
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NewsAnalysis

Governor speaks at Colby

Ptoto % K C-S cott

Director of CareerServices Cindy Yasinski.

Early bird
catches the j ob
Michelle Severance

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Colby will be visited by roughly
120job recruitersthis year,the same
number as last year, but Career
Services hopes to have an easier
year of placing graduating seniors
in jobs.
"It's a little early to say, calls are
still coming in. We'll probably have
the same number of recruiters as
last year," said Director of Career
Services Cindy Yasinski.
Last year Colby was visited by
70 recruiters from the Boston and
New York City areas and another
52 from around the state of Maine.
Yasinski explained that most
recruiting is done in the spring so
the scheduleof visiting recruiters is
not finalized until January.
Yasinski feels that there are a
number of signs indicating that this
year will be better than last year as
far as placing graduates in jobs.
"This year's seniors saw what
happened to their friends last year
and it scared them," said Yasinski.
"They're making a greater effort
than usual at this time of year to

make appointments with us and to
get to thelibrary for research.People
are really determined this year."
In addition tothe greateractivity
on the part of seniors this year,
Yasinski feels that the economy is
on an upswing again, making the
job search easier.
In her first year at Colby as
directorof CareerServices,Yasinski
felt she was unable to make exact
comparisons tolast year'ssituation.
Others felt the same way.
"I wasn't here last year when
everyone was seeing recruiters and
applying for jobs so I can't really
say if this year is any different ,"
said Polly Sheridan '92.
Julie Eeles, '92, who spent the
past several months in Japan said
she was not interested in any of the
recruiters coming to campus. "I'll
probably go to the consortium of
Japanese companies in Boston."
Yasinski stressedthe importance
of each senior getting started early
on the application process.
"What matters is that each one
worksatitandkeepsoptionsopen,"
she said. "It's not just economic
factors."Q
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themost carresfclFainrpottancwe trying to find work instead of
continue to remain,opeit to other attacking a systemthat la way out
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McKeniau wged:the College
*¥©*i dotf * choose who yo»
Nearly 10$ students, one to strive lor diversity, which is work with ir* politics* Yo« may
professor and out administrator "fceHer *han flaunting our own wishsomeone will win orlosehnt
attended a talk<>«negatrvepoIitics correctness*."He also emphasized yonstill havetowork with theny
fey Maine Governor John the importanceof beingarficulafe he said- "*r*s ^eniia$ in order io
McKemaa last Biday afternoon in expressing oWsviews*
regain the<Q«84enc*o£thepublic
in the ftobirjs SLaOm.
McKeroan switchedhis talk to that we regain our civility in
*Y<m ha ve no idea w ha* negative politics in government Augusta "
* schedule are* I'm a With a hrief summary of his
professor*
McKerpanexpressedthe hope
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Corrado in political spotlight
By Jonathan Kapl an
STAFF WRITER

Hailed by U.S. Newsand World

Report as a "top delegate counter
and orchestrator at the past three
Democratic conventions,"Anthony
Corrado, assistant professor of
government, is attracting attention
as the 1992 presidential race heats
up.
Corrado and Tad Devine of
Boston University have been in the
spotlight since the debut of their
paper on the 1992 presidential
primary campaign. The paper is a
stud y of how a new delegate
selection process will change
candidate strategies due to rule
changes made by the Democratic
party. The Boston Globe called the
unpublished paper "as close to a
Democratic nomination bible as
there is."
Corrado said he moonlights as a
political consultant because he
specializes in electoralpolitics. "It's
a great way to keep current and
learn more about the process," he

said. Irs kind of like a French
teacher going to France."
Next semester Corrado willtake
a sabbatical to do a study on
presidential campaign financing
and write a chapter for a book.

I

Anthony Corrado

File photo

I

Corrado has not decided if he will
work on a presidential campaign,
although he would like to be
involvedat fcheDemocratic National
Convention next summer.
Corrado has counseled
politicians seekingofficein all levels
of government, and served as a

campaign consultant to Rhode
Island AttorneyGeneral Jim CNeil
when he first ran for election in
1986.
In the spring of 1988, Corrado
began working for Governor
Michael Dukakis'campaign for the
Democratic
presidential
nomination. Corrado designed
Dukakis'convention campaign and
managed the Democratic National
Convention. Corrado also served
as a consultant to vice presidential
candidate Lloyd Bensten during the
general election.
Last year Corrado served as a
consultant to Neil Rolde when he
ran for a seat in the U.S. Senate. The
campaign was "really different"
and interesting because no
candidate has ever tried to run a
single issue campaign on national
health care, said Corrado. Rolde
lost to incumbent Senator Bill
Cohen.
BeforecomingtoColby,Corrado
worked in the Carter White House
and was an executive director for a
campaign consulting firm. He has
also returned from campaigns in
over 20 states and Canada. Q
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Downstairs from the Silve r Street Tavern

"ThursdayTsfiaht is Senior Night
Featuring:

16 OZ. ROLLING ROCK DRAFT $1.25
JELLO SHOTS $.50
A 5 foot sub at 10pm - Free to all comers .
...and othe r appetizers
Door Prizes and Give away s - Bring You r ID
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Fri. and Sat.
open 'til Midnight

Don't drive , just call us for fast , free delivery!
WE WELCOME RETURNABLES !

Sunday
12pm-7pm

Stones

Lamontagne continuedfromp a g e1
replacement for Security Officer Chuck Kittrell.
"We werealready looking at
her application when Chuck
announced his decision," said
John Frechette,acting director of
Safety and Security.
On her plans for the future
Lamontagnesaid,"I'm not really
sure yet, to tell you the truth. I
just want toget someexperience.
I want to go back to school
eventually and get a bachelor's
[in CriminalJustice]."
Three female security officers
have worked for Colby in the
past. "The first was hired about
ten yearsago and the most recent
finished in June of 1989," said
Frechette.

continued fr omp a g e9

The requirementsfor a security
officer "are based on what we feel
are those skills and abilities which
arenecessaryfor functioning in this
environment. [This includes] first
aid, CPR training, report writing
ability, and dealing with our
consumers which are primarily
students," said Frechette."We are
confident that [Lamontagne] will
have the skills and the ability to
deal with thesesituations."
Lamontagne is a Waterville
resident and hasanassociatedegree
in criminal justice from Southern
Vermont College. As a reserve
officer, she will be working up to
forty hours a week depending on
how many shifts are freeD

Colby crew team rows on the pond today, but tomorrow?

photo by Nive Filipo

Biology student s work
to save East Pond
The professors chose East Pond
because the D.E.P. rated it as being
in moderate to severe critical
mmmwmmmiaati
^mammam»aasam ^mmamamm ^mtm ^B ^maaaamam
mmmwm»ma
*
condition. The lake is surviving on
Eighteen Colby students are its own, but human interference in
currently working to help solve the next few years could increase
environmental problems in one of thechancesoftheits eutrophication.
Belgrade Lake's ponds.
East Pond is shallow, 27 feet
The students are all enrolled in at its deepest, and it takes a long
Biology 493, "Problems in time for fresh water to flow in from
Environmental Science," and are its springsand outthrough it'smain
studying the rate of eutrophication exit, the Serpentine tributary, thus
in East Pond, the first lake in the keeping nutrients in the lakelonger
watershed of the Belgrade Lakes and increasing their affects. The
chain. Eutrophication is a chain tributary has a habit of back flowing
reaction which can lead to the death during years of heavy snow and
of a body of water. When too many rain,sometimescausingmajoralgae
nutrients are dumped into a lake, blooms, such as the one in 1987
algae blooms, thus depleting the which resulted from the clogged
oxygen supply,and killing the fish. tributary. But the lake did not
The nutrien ts currentlyflowing into deteriorate to very critical
East Pond are coming from septic condition, meaning it did not meet
systems and soil erosion.
the criteria which would have
The final results of their study allowed the D.E.P. to use its funds
will help the Lake Association, a to study the lake.
group elected by concerned
The final goal of the Colby
Belgradeareaproperty owners,and students'
project is to make a
the Department of Environmental
recommendation that can "serve as
Protection (D.E.P.) will determine ammo in the
in
guns of the
the future environmental the Lake Association," people
said Jay
management of East Pond.
Hermsen '92. Home owners can be
"'Problems in Environmental instructed how to keep
East Pond
Science'wasstarted to give students
biologically sound,and the D.E.P.
a hands on approach to education, will hold onto
the valuable data
and get away from the textbooks
recorded for its own records.
for a bit," said Matt Brown '92.
Not only is the project helping
The class meets twice a week, the environment and the
with additional field work on community,
but the students in the
Thursday afternoons. Biology class have
positive personal
prof essors Russ Cole, Dave
responsesto the workthe/redoing.
Firmage, and Frank Fekete act as
"I think it's giving me an out of
contractors who have hired class experience
similar to real life,"
students to study the lake, thus said Elaine Bueschen
'92. "It's
forcing them to analyze all aspects
definitely a lot of work, but it's
of the project and work within a interesting
because it's reaI."Q
budget.
By Laura Longsworth
STAFFWRITER
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1. Stanley H. Kaplan
2. Dial-A-Prayer

We Have:
Busch Bar Bottle s
• $10.86 per case + tax and deposit
Old Milwaukee Best
• half barrel $33.98 + tax and deposit
Molson 12 pack - Golden and Ligh t
• $7.49 + tax and deposit

The new LSATcourse. For the new LSAT
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
f Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
vvc«ir«|Hcpc(mi!ic»f<wtiic i iSA'r, R,vi; act, lsat, omat,c;iw,
M(!AT anil Ihc Ivv cither lesu u niw 150 Incaliniu worldwide,

Classes starting now !
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST

chemical-free dorm—why not
an all-hoursdorm?Imaginewhat it
would do for the sagging social life
to haveone dorm whereyou could
always find a party. Short of that,1
think that individual dorms should
be ableto changethe hours if there
is a majority in favor of the change.
An extension to 12 a.m. on
weekdays and three a.m. on
weekends would offer more
cooperation between neighbors
than the present situation allows.
This brings up another
interestingquestion—whyisitthat
the deanscan tell you whether you
can or cannot live off-campus?
There is no reason they should be
able to. Any first-year economics
studen t knows what a little
competition can do for a product.
By eliminating the alternatives,
however, the dean's don't have to
worry about the effect of their
decisions on the number of students
on campus. Needless to say, with
an open-housing policythe number
oi students off-campus would be
significantly higher.
Now, after years of controlling
who can live off-campus, the deans
are trying to extend their reach to
these members of the "Col by
community." The $500 dollar fine
for a party off-campus during
orientation is the first such action.
Are midweek parties next on the
choppingblock? Isn't it bad enough
that the off-campus houses have to
deal with all the problemsof living
off campus, including Waterville
police, let alone the dean's office?
In the alcohol policy (appendix A
of the Student Handbook) the
school maintains that the dorm is
not considered a students home.
Are the houses off-campus not
private "homes"either? The school
is here to provide education, not to
govern people on how they choose
to lead their lives.
Given these arguments and
suggestions I think it is necessary
for the administration to provide
freedom of choice in housing.
Whether this is our "home" or not
we all have to live here. If Colby is
serious about having an equal
opportunity campus then it is
important to make room for all of
its students. This includes allowing
those people who wish to live offcampus to do so, except for
freshmen,even if all the dorms are
empty. If this happens,then maybe
something will change to get the
students back on campus in heart
and mind .Q
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Colby College
Alcohol & Wellness Awareness Week
October 21-25, 1991
A Celebration of Wellness and Heal thy Living in the Colby Community !
Tuesday, October 22

Monday,October 21

.• Dietician - offering nutritional advice and
counsel available: Lovejoy Commons
Dining Hall - Lunch. Johnson / Chaplin
Commons Dining Hall - Dinner. 15 minute
appointments with dietician offered
throughou t the afternoon in the Balcony
Rooms of the Student Center...sign up in the
Student Activities Off ice before October 22!

•Alcohol & Wellness Educational Displays Stop by and help yourself to your choice of
health and wellness educational
information...and free snacks!
9am-4pm and throughout entire week .
Student Center Mailroom
• Bil Demby: A Profile in Courage - Colby
gathers to hear the inspirations of l
Bli
Demby, "the DuPont Man"... this courageous
leader has overcome the amputation of both
legs to become a champion for the ri ghts of
the physically challenged. Not to be missed!
9pm, Commons Room, Student Center
¦v.;.;.;.,.-.;.;.;v ^.j .. ;.;...,...;.-.;.;.;.:.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.l.;:i .i::.:.;.:.n. . .l.;.;.;...l.;.....l
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• Spa Movie Night - Enjoy an excellent film
which portrays the concerns and problems
caused by alcohol and faced by Americans
daily. Healthy munchies and an assortment
of non-alcoholic beverages served!
J

^.l^UPm, ^133

Thursday, October 24

Wednesday;October 23

• Surprise Teats in your Commons Dining Hall!!

• An evening of entertainment and nonalcoholic pleasure...CAFE NIGHT is back!
featuring Betty Grant 's J azz Ensemble and
Aztec Two Step, the New York-based Acoustic
Guitar Duo. Enjoy gourmet coffees and teas
plus an assortment of fine refreshments. Free
travel mugs given to the first 200 people!
8:30pm, Commons Room, StudenfcCen ter

• Colby Athletics: The Effects of Substance
Use and Abuse, The Benefits of Smart Nutrition. Important topics for an active campus will be addressed in a panel discussion
of Colby coaches: Sheila Cain, Tom Austin,
Jim Westcott, and Debbie Aitken
8pm, Commons Room, Student Center
.

! . i^^^^PP^^^^^WPP^^^^i^^Mi
' Friday, October 25
• Colby Health Fair!!- Come one, come all!
Browse a wide selection of festive booths
highlighting health and wellness topics!
Campus groups and professionals from our
community will offer an abundance of mfor-

1

mation and freebies!
. DOOR PRIZES!
GUARANTEED FUN! t,
rQ
A pm,
v
c*~ a vr*
9am-4
^ Commons Room,Student
Center
^^^^^^^,^^^^^^

I

o »say Yes To Life!" Duo "Alice and Albert". Entertain and educate through
original folk music addressing issues surrounding positive thinking, wellness, living
life to its fullest! Refreshments served.
9:30pm,Spa, Student Center
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All members of the Colby community are
welcome and encouraged to attend all
activities. This week brought to you by the
Student Activitjes office and The Alcohol
and Wellness Awareness Week Committee.
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Festive fall planned
By Jody Gould
STAFF WRITER

. The Student Association
cultural and social chairs havebeen
at work putting together a wide
assortmentof fall events,including
a concert by Blues Traveler on
October 25th.
The next night, October 26, will
be theannual FossHalloweenParty
sponsored by Mary Low Commons
which may be held in the Student
Center toaccomodatelargecrowds,
said Jon Yormak '93, Stu-A social
chair.
Fall cultural events sponsored
by Stu-A include a performance by
jazz singerJane Powell on October
16th.
Colby's Cultural Awareness
Day will take place on November
7th, said Robin Fort '94, Stu-A
cultural chair. "It willbe sponsored
by Dean Victoria Hershey and
myself."
On CulturalAwarenessDay,the

Page Commons room will be
decoratedwith displays to illustrate
the different histories of Colby
students
through
slide
presentations and performances.
An international fashion show

Robin Fort

photoby AnDruker

is planned for November 3,during

• Costume Rental
• Party Supplies h^w
^

Ren t or Buy All Your Par ty Needs Wi th Us

Heckman s Party Palace
142 College Avenue,Waterville
873-4944
* We Accept Colby Purchase Orders *

STUDY"FOR ONE, YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMSIN

and live with BritishStudents
HOW WI8C IB DIFFERENT FROM MOST OVERSEAS PROGRAMS:

• Accepted students receive admissions letters (and later transcripts)
directly from an Oxford (or Cambrid ge) college.
• Students are directl y enrolled as full students of the Oxford college.
• Qualified early applicants may share a co-ed Student Realdence
associated with St. Catherine 's College, Oxford (fully Inte grated with
British students).
• Students accepted before November 1 (for the Winter Term) or before
May 1 (for next year) are guaranteed housin g with Brlt|nh students ,
• Students will NOT be taught th (and receive transcripts from) an
American college operating In Oxford , WISC ta one of thejewcompletely
integrated(academically
and in bousing)overseas programs in the UK.

Parent's Weekend. Students from
the international club will appear
in the Student Center, dressed in
their garb from their native
environments," said Fort, who is
sponsoring the event with
S.O.B.H.U. -:
Hispanic Awareness Month
beginson Novemberswithadance
workshop and lectures on "what it
is like to be a Hispanic," said Fort.
Each residence hall is required
to participate in the cultural events.
Williams Hall will be hosting a
reading by author Ronald Dakaki
on October 20th. Dakaki will speak
in Lorimer Chapel on the 21st the
misperceptions in meaning of the
word "multiculturalism."
Catholic chaplin Father John
Marquis, Hershey, and Fort are
planning a celebration of religions
around the world on October 24.
The opening cultural event for
the year was a speech given by
author Lorene Gary who discussed
Black Ice, her book about her
experience as a black student at St.
Paul's School. "The turnout was
amazing," said Fort.
Receptions and dinners before
speeches, as well as informal
breakfasts the morning after
lectures, will give students the
opportunity to ask questions in a
less structured environment.
Each Commons leader is also
involved in planning cultural
events.Q

Students may also Intern and Stud/ In
Washington and London

By Emily Chapman
STAFF WRITER

Over sixty Colby students
performed in the variety show on
Oct. 2nd to benefit the Starlight
Foundation,an organization which
grants wishes for terminally-ill
children.
Roger Schulman '92, Head
Resident of Goddard-Hod gkins,
and Jeanette Riddle '92, H.R. of
Averill, put the show together in
just three weeks, after choosing a
child whose wish they wanted to
fulfill. The benefactress of the
proceeds is a twelve-year-old
A.I.D.S. patient named Denise
whosewish isto take a trip to Disney
World with her parents. Denise,an
only child who contracted A.I.D.S.
through a blood transfusion, has
been given three months to live.
"Jeanette and I were both
amazed by the response of Colby
students to this cause," said
Schulman. "There were a lot of
people who donated money who
weren't able to come and a tot of
people who did come gave more

than their three dollars." So many
people were interested in
performing that almost as soon as
the Colby Eight, Colbyettes, and
Tuxedo Ju nction had agreed to
perform, word had spread to so
many people that Schulman and
Riddle had to turn acts down,
fearing the program would get too
long.
"The show was very well
organized and had such a great
range of acts, both serious and
comical,"said BrookeColeman'92.
"All the performers did a fantastic
job, but my favorite act was The
Village People."
Schulman had originallyhoped
to raise between $500 and $700,but
instead raised $1612, about $500
more than last year's benefit. In
addition to paying f or the trip, the
money will help pay for Denise's
medical expenses, which are
increasing because of her rapidly
declining condition. Deniseand her
parents leave for Disney World on
Oct. 12.
"I could not have been happier
with how it turned out," said
Schulman.Q"

Off- Campus crackdown
By Doug Hill

STAFF WRITER
The Waterville Police have
begun cracking down on underage
drinking and loud parties held by
both Colby students and high
school students living in the
Waterville area.
"Thepoliceareveryserious,and
in the future they might fine
people," said Arthur Steinert '92,
off-campus president. "If the
problem gets toobig,they are going
to take legal action."
These new threats from police
come from the addition of
Waterville'snewpolicechief,Bruce
Goodman. Goodman's main
concern is not with Colby students
but with Waterville high school
students,said Sergeant JoeMassey,
shift supervisor for the Waterville
Police.
"[Goodman] did want to crack

down on underage drinking mainly
toward high school age kids,"said
Massey. "The curfew was aimed at
a drinking problem that we
recognized we had within our own
school system. It 's not geared for
eighteen and nineteen year-olds.
They're underage, but they're still
adults, which is different." Massey
said Colby students'parties are not
as noisy as - many high school
parties.
"[The noise crackdown] is not
just for Colby students, it's citywide," said John Frechette, acting
director of Safety and Security. "It
hasn 't been just since Colb y
students got back,it was longbefore
that."
"I think it's dangerous to make
it sound like it's Colby against the
Waterville Police," said Steinert.
"They're doing their job. They've
had complaints. They're not just
making this up."
The Waterville Police have
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Brent & Gayle Maroon

877-9191

25 Grove St.
Waterville , Me. 04901

responded several times to citizen
complaints against student parties
held on High Street and in the Butler
Court area, according to Massey.
"I think that each fall when
people get back and the weather is
nice there is a tendency to party
harder and longer," said Janice
Seitzinger, dean of students. "This
fall, as has happened in the past,
there have been complaints."
"We don't go around busting
parties because we feel that they
are too loud.Weonly respondwhen
there's a citizen complaint," said
Massey.
A letter was sent to off-campus
students from the Dean of Students
Office informing them of the
situation and asking them to be
more responsible, said Seitzinger.
"Since the letter has gone out, I
haven't gotten any more
complaints," Seitzinger said. But
we're now getting into that part of
the semester where exams are
starting and the weather is getting
colder, so it probably wasn't just
the letter but a combination of
factors."
Massey feels future problems
can be avoided if neighbors are
informed about the parties ahead
of time and given a number to call
at the house when things get too
loud. This way,the police may not
have to get involved at all, said
Massey.
Many complaints are directed
at people leaving the party rather
than the party itself, said Massey.
"When you're walking down
the street,instead of being loud and
boisterous and urinating in the
bushes, consider your neighbors,"
said Massey. "Just get into the car
and leave. Don't yell and scream."
"We'll try to do what we can to
let students have a good time on
the" weekends. But we have to
balance that against citizens who
have worked hard all week and
want to sleep/' he said.Q
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Exclusionary club cuts?
Stu-A, in an attempt to save money, is considering cutting the
budgets of certa in clubs deemed "exclusionary." Now we'll just
bleed to death because Colby Emergency Response (C.E.R.)
can't afford a Band-Aid. And the Colby 8 will be become the
Crummy 8.
Exclusionary clubs have been defined as those that do not let "just
anyone" join. This includes clubs such as C.E.R., which requires its
Emergency Medical Technicians to be certified , and the Colby 8, which
selects only enough talented singers to complete its eight-man a .
cappella group.
The purpose of having a selection process for applicants is so the
campus will benefit from having an organized group of qualified
individuals who can provide safety or entertainment. Labelling this
process exclusionary seems to be a scare tactic to cut budgets as soon as
possible, dredging up ghosts of discrimination on the basis of race
and/or sex.
This reasoning doesn't make sense. Debt is a scary issue, but the
way to climb out of it is careful long-term planning. A smaller budget
cut across the board would be more sensible, and closer examination of
how the money was spent and why might curb unnecessary spending.
An understanding of what certain clubs are spending so much
money on would prevent panic over a negative balance. C.E.R. needs
Stu-A money to provide the best possible training and equipment for
its members in order to avoid malpractice suits. To perform to the best
of its capabilities, the Colby 8 needs new sheet music and pitch pipes.
Panicking and trying to solve its budget problems with a harebrained scheme will cost Stu-A more money in the long run. Blindly
slashing budgets to recoup last year's losses is similar to blaming an
off-key Colby 8 performance on a tone-deaf audience, or having an
untrained E.M.T prescribe aspirin for a concussion.Q

Smarten up, Colby
Maine is the way life should be. Up north , we brea th fresh
air, never sit in a traff ic ja m, and don 't have to lock our doors at
night. In this idyllic setting, cri me i s the furthest thing from our

minds. The biggest threa t seems to be the moose lumbering
across 1-95 after- dark.
But watch out. Someone may be out there lurking in the bushes
waiting to prey on our collective innocence. The Colby community has
forgotten its street smarts and is falling victim to crimes that can easily
be avoided.
So far nothing very serious has happened, but incidents caused by
camera-toting trespassers and bicycle thieves have hurt the naive at
Colby. Unfortunately, it takes incidents like those to teach us a lesson.
Safety and Security is doing its job. They patrol the campus, drive
students home after dark, and keep us up on potential safety threats,.
But students, faculty, staff, and community members must hold up
their end of the bargain. And the College could do its part by
improving the lighting on campus.
It's easy to be safe. Carry your whistle, lock your doors, keep your
bike in your room, and don't walk alone at night. Simple common
sense. Let's act smart before someone falls victim to a serious crime.
It's true that Maine is the way life should be, but be careful because it
can be a jung le out therc Q

Hanrahan in
fan tasy land
Injured and unable to play in
last weekend'sfootball gameversus
Hamilton, I was asked to do a
halftime interview for WMHB.
When I arrived at their broadcast
booth, they were in the process of
conducting another interview. As I
waited for my turn, the WMHB
broadcasters and I were
flabbergasted at the things this man
was saying. The statement that first
provoked my astonishment was, "I
like to seerich kids hurt each other."
I wondered,who was this guy? And
why would he say that? His next
comment alerted me to the fact that
maybe he was Al Campanis, as he
said that theColby kick-off coverage
team was "too slow,they have white
man's disease."It turns out the man
was Tom Hanrahan. Despite his
blanket statement and outri ght
ignorance, I was not going to write
this letter until I saw his article in
the Waterville Sentinel.
Tom Hanrahan stated in his
article that "Even rich kids get tired
of getting beaten up all the time.
Even rich kids."The slightest bit of
research would have shown that a
great number of Colby football
players, as well as Colby students
in general, are on financial aid. As
Colby is trying to enhance its
relations with Waterville,an article
saying that all Colby kids are rich,
spoiled babies doesn't help.
Hanrahan went on to say, "At the
end of the game there was this
marvelous little brawl, which I
hoped would breakoutinto a benchclearing spectacle that with luck
would turn into a 20 minute riot
requiring the services of the
Waterville Police." If he wants to
see such a farce, perhaps he should
be covering professional wrestling
rather that college football.
At a time when Colby is trying
to diversify and promote
community relationships,wedo not
need Tom Hanrahan passing his
false conceptions on to the public. If
ignorance is bliss,Tom Hanrahan is
the happiest man in the world.
Peter Ginolfi 92

t)upuis not
"righteous"
I feel compelled to respond to
Keith Dupuis' article in the 9/26/
91 issue, titled "The Colby
stereotype revisited." Mr. Dupuis
lamented the treatment he received
while attempting to return a K-Mart
purchase. Keith , you were not
mistreated because you were a
Colby student. You were simply
not following company policy.
Anyone would have received the
same treatment by an overworked,
underpaid emp loyee who had
probably just completed her 20th
return of the day.
I am not coming to the rescue of
K-Mart employees. I am writing to
awaken you toyourability to create
your own reality. Keith,it is all your
own perception. You purport to be
a righteous Colby example-setter
when you tell us that you "make it
a point to be as friendly as possible."
You don't usually speed and you
just happen to wear Ray Bans.
Waterville residents do not

alcoholic activities really bit our
hineys). Everyone knows that a
band without alcohol is like bacon
without the grease.
But the key to our struggle lies
in what Boles was praising. We
literally have to fight for our right to
PAAAAARRTY. Weareamazingly
impressed that a bunch of liberallyeducated college students can
finally find a cause to rally about.
We MUST
resist
the
ad ministration'sattempt to run this
school!Civil disobedience (like the
awe-inspiring Foss Halloween
rebellion) is the way to change an
unjust and heinous civil restriction.
We urge all of you underage
crusaders for booze to strugglewith
us! They may hose us down, they
may kill us, they may even FINE us,
Kathryn Soderberg Downing '84 but gosh darn it, we are goingto get
TANKED! For we have a dream.
We have a dream that one day,little
Joey can look up at his mother with
proud, innocent eyes and say "pass
the bourbon."
Thank you for listening.

intentionally cut off students with
Colby stickers or throw snowballs
at Colby girls who run the threemile loop.
It is students like you that need
to learn to be more tolerant of
individual differences.Yes,you are
a Colby student and frankly, you
have the responsibility to set the
example. You should makean effort
to make me,other alumni,and your
fellow students proud of your
maturity and your ability to deal
with what could be an
uncomfortable situation.
I hope your education at Colby
teaches you tolerance and the belief
in yourself that you,Keith can make
a difference. It all starts in your own
backyard.

Variety Show
a success

We would like to extend our
gratitude and appreciation to every
person who attended the Variety
Show last Wednesday night and to
those who simply donated money
to the Starlight Foundation. You
helped make this event more
successful than we ever imagined.
We raised$1722,which far exceeds
the amount needed to send Denise
and her parents on their trip to
Disneyworld.The remainder of the
money will help the Starli ght
Foundation grant the wishes of
other children. Denise will be
leaving for Orlando this Saturday.
Wewould liketoextenda special
thank you to all those who
performed, the residences of GoHo and Averill,theguysat the Plaza,
and Presidents' Council for its
generous contribution.
Once again, it was incredible to
feel the energy and support of the
whole community for this special
cause. Three Cheers for Colby!!
Thanks Again!

Dev Tandon '93
Dan Bar-Zeev '92

Social Chair
clarifies

I am wntmg this to clear up
confusion over my opinion in last
weeks Echo entitled "It Is Time To
Stop Complaining". I purposely
used the HYPOTHETICAL
EXAMPLE of charging for beer at a
keg as an attention-getter. I know,
and knew,of it'sillegality.I thought
it was clear that the "beer section"
was purely the means of expressing
a point - of getting the reader to
relate. Solet'sget beyond theidiotic
suggestions that I should be
disciplined for uttering such
atrocities, or that I am condoning
such actions.
The alcohol policy and social
life at Colby are changing - maybe
not to everyone's liking - but we
still want to have fun. My suggestion
Jeannette Riddle Averill H.R. is to work within the system and try
Roger Schulman Go-Ho H.R. to make the best of it. When bands,
activities, and theme parties come
your way,try something a little new
and try to enjoy it.
I ask you to alter your
perceptionsof what theColby social
life is, and accept that fun comes in
a different package now After reading thehearty pleas of unfortunately, one with a higher
Chris Mastrangelo,Paul Argiro,and price tag.
Mark Boles in last week's Echo, we
Jonathan Yormak '93
realized that a monumental
Stu-A Social Chair
infringement on our civil rights as
pro-boozers was taking place right
here at Colby.
Think about it fellow drinkers:
Tlie Colby administration, out of
i^ivi
'^nl
i$!$«f^ifflf^^
^r
,'' ,;•.'.,',:•
pure malice, has been covertly pT^jj
vQh^v*' •'
upholding thelaw by limiting access
to alcohol to only those who can
LEGALLY consume it! Mastrangelo
has a point: a Student Center party J^X-X-Xfo X;X-::Xg^
that nobody attempts to break into
:yii^i:««iB-iffi
is absolutely not worth going to. iL:
And Argiro is totally rig ht when he
says that the administration has
some nerve in offering a cash bar,
wmm^0mW^aW^^^l^l^^
thereby making the band mMmMM
mmmmmmmmm
completely useless. I mean we ALL
agreed that 1964 was a "total
disaster." Just ask the 600 people
that were there. Those who liked it
were obviously abstainer infidels,
like that Jen Mardon girl (whose
"Satanic Verses" about non-

"Fight for your
right to party"
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S. 0. S. How would you improve safety on campus?
Dilan Siritunga '92
"We should have mandatory
jumps at night into the big pit in
front of Lovejoy using bungee
cords. Then big football players
can escort everyone home."

Galen Nelson '92
"Institute mandatory rape
awareness and education for all
students. And send the Jitney to
Winslow."

Laura Longsworth '91.5
"I'd put trafficlights at all
the intersections on campus
so students won't walk into
each other. Also,I would put
the Jitney on the old
schedule."

Jen Lynch '95
"Add emergency phones
in the parking lots."

Walter Felton '92
"Give Safetyand Securityguns."

HEAD-TO-HEAD

Paul and Keith take opposing positions on Student Government
serving alcohol to minors and the
By Paul Argiro
Stu-A officials got "slaps on the
HANGMAN'S JURY
wrist"for their illegal party.Perhaps
mwammm ^awmvatamammmM
ammmvam ^mmMmmmaammmmaamMMm ^mmMmthe Stu-A officials were not made
clear of the policy, but the fact that
Before I begin, it is important Andy was not given the same kind
thatlmakeonethingperfectly clear: of "break" creates a dangerous
this piece is not intended to be a double standard.
direct attack against the student
Then Jon Yormak '93, Stu-A
government system.Rather, it is an Social Chair,writes to the Echo and
interpretationofthat systemas seen confesses that he collected money
by an average,everyday student. If at a keg. I have friends that have
it winds up being an attack, them's been put on party-warning and
:- • ' ¦
the breaks. " ' f
party-probation for that very same
Keith Dupuis, the author of the thing. But what will happen to Mr.
campanion piece to my article, is Yormak? Maybe some community
Johnson Commons President. He is service?You have to admit,it would
a part of our student government be interesting if our Social Chair
system and he must answer to the were put on party-probation.
peoplehe is defending on a regular
But favoritism is the least of my
basis. His only fault is that even if worries, because in a way the
he wanted to, he wouldn't be able students almost expectit, no matter
to oppose the peoplehe has to work how wrong it may be. Brown the
with. It would make his job much nose a little and see how far it takes
too difficult.
you. What particularly worries me
But I don't work for them and 1 is the animosity I have witnessed
don't have to answer to them. In between students and their elected
fact, as a student observer, I am in leaders.
direct opposition to them.
On the whole, the Commons'
First of all, in my entire college presidents are doing a good job.
career I have never seen as much This past "Screw Your Roommate"
favoritism directed toward student dance proved that. I think students
officials as I have in the last few respect the presidents and all the
weeks. It is an outrage that Andy red tape they must go through to
Kearns '93, got charged $500 for get events like that off the ground .

They experiment (i.e. the cash bar)
By Keith Dupuis
and they hopefully learn from their
STAFF WRITER
mistakes. But the Stu-A Executive
Board is another story.
Stu-A might wish to sing the
famous song from Pinocchio: "I
It's a known fact that many
have no strings to hold me down/ student are frustrated. On a small
I've got no strings on me." But the campus every incident, no matter
students, and I am one of them, how dramatic or trivial,is observed
don't see things that way. I by thousands of curious eyes.
understand that the Stu-A Exec Students need an outlet to voice
Board is in a tough position. To be their complaints and criticisms on
the liaison between students and all issues, from the heat in their
the powers-that-beisa difficult job. idorm room to the infamous alcohol
But they knew that when they ran policy.
The purpose of Stu-A is to give
and got elected. Sure,the pressures
are great and it is perhaps easier to students an outlet for these
succumb to the administration, but opinions. Stu-A was created to
they represent the Student body receiverawinput from the students
and they must therefore overcome and to work it into a statement that
those pressures if they are to could be presented to the entire
represent us productively.
campus. I can personally vouch for
Sorry Dean Seitzinger, but you Jason Soules,Karen Laidley,the Stuhave been dubbed scapegoat of the A Executive, and all the Commons
year. You are looked at as the dean Councils who work tirelessly to
with the most power, however address every issue and concern
accurate that may be, and frankly that comes to their attention.
the amount of apathy that is
Trust me,those issues createone
circulating around the campus is hell of a stir at times. It's hard to
not becausethe students don't care, write an Echo article withou t
it's because they feel that you don't mentioning the alcohol policy,but
there's a reason for that. It affects us
listen to them.
During the election campaign all. As with all issues that Stu-A
last year, the top priority for all the deals with, "us" is the key word.
Paul continued on p age14 Stu-A is a bodychosen by the Colby

students.It is not an extension of the
administration.The administration
doesnot appoint us,theydo not fire
us, and they do not control our
agenda.The administration merely
sits as one weight (on the great
Colby Scale). On the other end are
the students. Inbetween,serving as
a lug-nut of sorts, is the Student
Association.
It's tempting for the *veasilyantagonized minority" of this
school to blame Stu-A for
everything. But, that's not fair to
anyone, least of all the students.
Aside from the huge controversies
that set sensibilities ablaze, there
are other issues that might go
unnoticed if it weren't for your hall
presidents,your Commons'leaders,
and your Stu-A president and vicepresident and their entire cabinet.
For instance, ever notice how
dark some places are on campus at
night? Stu-A is on top of it, making
sure that Physical Plant and the
administration will correct the
problem soon. And about the
"secret" content of all of those
nameless committees, Stu-A
monitors those meetings and
includes any dubiousdecisions and
statements into the Presidents'
Council's agenda. Eventually all of
Keith continued on page 14

quote comes from Fiske's College
Guide .) I even know a couple of
freshmen who have gone to their
professor's home, for dinner, a
dinner with homemade food ,
tablecloths, and best of all, no 70'shued trays.
I'm not saying anyone should
throw away their complaints. Keep
them and use them constructively
— there's nothing worse than
apathy. And sure, I've learned that
lobster and London broil arc not
usual fareat thisNorthland college.
I' ve even learned that not
everybody has had an intensive and
meaning ful conversation with
President Cotter.
P.S. But for a moment (yes it can
be a small moment) think of why
you're here, and think of why you
came to Colby. Now give mc a "C!"
Givc mc an "0!"a

p.m. quiet hour restriction during
the week. After studying until nine
or ten I like to go hang out for a
couple of hoursbeforegoing tobed .
This would take me beyond the socalled loud hours'.
On weekends, don't you think
that 1 a.m. is a little ridiculous for
quiet hoiirs to begin? Student
Center parties last until one, but
then you want to wind down a little,
not just go to bed. 1 know I might
notbcdcscribingcveryonehercbut
I think there are enough students
who feel the same way about this.
A viable outlet would boa dorm
that caters to people who want the
freedom and responsibility that
would come with a no-quiet-hours
dorm. Wc have a quiet dorm and a
S tones continued on page 7

Comic strip s brighten day
By Hannah Beech

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
You hear poundsof complaints
about Colby from its students.
Complaints
about
the
administration, about the alcohol
policy, and about the questionable
quality of the food in the dining
halls.
And though complaints are
usually justified and they bring
along healthy debate and change,
for just one second, let's forget our
gripes and grimaces and think of
the good at Colby. I'm not trying to
give you a warm fuzzy feeling like
the one the "Snugg les Fabric
Softener" bear gives you. All I'm
saying is that as a freshman, I've
noticed a lot of things here that I
really appreciate. Some were little

things,like the comic strips that my
R.A. tacked on the bathroom stalls
to alleviate the monotony of gray
walls. Or Henry Bonsall, the
(Churchill-jowlcdcheerleader) who
graduated from Colby sixty-one
years ago and now can be found in
dining halls rousing Colby spirit.
When college freshmen returned to
my high-school, they often had
horror stories about malicious
upperclassmen armed with a
barrage of insults and peevish
countenances directed against the
unfortunate newcomers. I've never
met anyone like that here. On the
contrary, peoplccouldn'thave tried
harder to make mc fit like a jig saw
piece into the intricate puzzle of the
Colby community. .
And let's not forget the
"enjoyable contact with friendly
professors" we have at Colby. (The

Throwing stones
at Colby 's glass houses
By Marty Eitreim
CONTRIBUTINGWRITER

A major topic of conversation
with my friends and me is how
great it will be when we are seniors
and are allowed to live off-campus.
Why is it that we feel this way?
it 's because
of
Simp l y,
administration 's rules and
regulations keep us virtually locked,
up hero on the Hill. With no say in
quiet hours of when we can have a
party, it 's no wonder that the deans
have to restrict the number of people
moving off-campus.
I'll start with the most obvious,
quiet hours. Given my perception
of people in the library, the sloop
and study habits of most students
at this school do not fit into the 11

Movie Review
Truly, Madly, Deep ly:
Whimsical an d sentimental

The counter-culture " at the A-l diner

Restaurant Review
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A-#l in authentic diners
By Karen Dixon

ASST,A&E EDITOR

If you're looking for a sliceof-life from some homemade
American pie, look no further: the
"diner" is the place to go! As one
veteran "diner" waitress put it: "If
you stay here long enough, you'll
see everything."
Diner lore has been romanticized within American culture to
the extent that it seems they are
more than places to get a good-cup
of coffee or a home-cooked meal.
Morning, noon, or night, you can
find an aura of familiarity, one that
makes the "regulars" feel at ease.
At any time of day, a diner may be
filled with a variety of people as
extensive as the. offerings on the
menu. Or it may be as empty and
peaceful as Miller Library on a Sunday morning.In any case,it'sa place
that offers both atmosphere and a
hearty meal.
Everyone knows a diner
when they see one. They'vebecome
veritable symbols of architectural
Americana. Every diner has certain
ideal characteristics: quick service,
strong coffee,neon signs,a counter,
and condiments galore. And hey,
let's face it - a "diner" just ain't a
diner without 'em.
But what about those "oldfashioned,""authentic"diners?You
know, the ones with the streamlined design that look like railway
cars? Well, luckily these authentic
diners still exist. Although few and
far between, these buried treasures
are well worth your time. There is
one of these classics in our own
back yard, the A-l in Gardiner.
You can't miss it! Built and
suspended over a narrow river,the
A-l diner still retains it's original
railway car structure and streamlined architecturaldetails. But don't
let it s seemingly precarious position throw you off. The detailed
harmony of the interior decor has a
stabilizing effect on the visitor.
The inside is simply overwhelming. The room glitters from
shiny stainless steel.Light bounces
off the sunburst patterned wall onto

the counter and off the metalic coffee maker. The overall effect is a
light and airy atmosphere that hosts
the echoing voices of an eclectic
blend of American folk.
A huge blue neon clock ticks
away above the counter, but time
has little meaning at the A-l. In fact,
the waitress herself may not know
when the next available booth will
be open. When we asked,she calmly
replied that "it all depends how
long people will stay here and chat
after they finish their meal." Fortunately, we didn't have to wait too
long.
We sat down in a booth made
for four, pulled up an extra chair for
our fifth critic and read through the
large and easy-to-read menu. Since
breakfast is only served until 10:30
a.m., we couldn't order anything
from that part of the menu. Unfortunatel y, this devalued our initial
impression of the place, since most
diners offer a full menu 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.
The menu is divided into six
sections: Sandwiches, Burgers,Salads,Meals,SideOrders and Drinks.
In addition, there are numerous
daily specials ranging from international cuisine to homemade desserts.
The waitress (the only one
that works there) greeted us with a
pleasant and patient smile. Each of
our selections was followed by at
leastthree further side-dish options.
With our data entered, we began to
eat:
•Turkey club: The largest
portion of all thedishes weordered.
It's made with thick, freshly-sliced
turkey, plump tomatoes and tasty
bacon.Thehomemadewheatbrcad
is full of whole-grain flavor. We all
enjoyed it, but one critic thought
the bread left a strange, wheat-like
aftertaste.
•Mexican Burger: Cooked to
order, this burger is smothered in
melted spicy-hot cheese and homemade salsa and served on a soft
bun. Each bite melts in your mouth.
Two of us thought it to be wellseasoned; two others described itas
"a little weak."
• Hie Grilled Cheese: Five
thumbs up on this one. With thick
bread and generous layers of Swiss
cheese and tomatocs,thedish came

with a rubbery dill pickle and your
standard Lays-type potato chips.
•Fried Chicken: "Very
crispy"was the general response to
this dish. The three pieces are deep
fried and come with a scoop of tepid
mashed potatoes and a bowl of
runny but very good coleslaw.
Tasting "exactly like KFC," the
chicken also came with homemade
biscuits. Overall,it's a good "meal"
selection and worth the price.
•French Fries: Five thumbs
up. These home-cut fries still have
traces of their potato skin on them.
Overall,everything was tasty
and filling. However, we did have
to use a few napkins to wipe off the
usual "diner-grease" from our fingertips, but this was to beexpected.
We decided to cap off our
lunch with some homemade dessert: Maple Cheese Cake and Bittersweet Chocolate Cake. Five
thumbs up on the cheese cake.
Smooth and creamy, it had just a
whisper of maple flavor,enough to
make you want another bite. The
crust was crunchy and was filled
with chopped walnuts.
The Bittersweet Chocolate
Cake was ultra-chocolateyin flavor
and dense in texture. The icing was
yum my, but the cake itself could
have been more moist. We attributed this to the fact that it wasn't
freshly baked that morning (we
highly recommend orderinga glass
of milk with this dessert).
Our check arrived, neatly
itemized, at a sum of about $30.
"Not bad for five people for lunch,"
we agreed. The A-l is.#l when it
comes to an example of an authentic diner. For this reason alone, we
recommend that you visit if only to
enjoy the architectural delights and
relaxed atmosphere. Like everything else you'd expect to find at a
diner, you'll find good food, low
prices, and quick service.
Thedmercrtttcs wereMarybeth
Heiskell, Mike Koester, Eddie Plantilla , Craig Appelbaum and Karen
Dixon.RoughlylOminutesfromColby ,
the A-l diner ie located at 3 Bridge
Street in Gardiner. Take 1-95 South to
the Gardiner exit. Get off at exit and
make left onto Rt. 9. Follow Rt. 9 for
about4milesintothecenteroftown.At
the first traffic lig ht, make a left on to
BridgeStreet.Thediner isright therel Q

unsympathetic psychologist. When
not at work, Nina remains in her
By Asdis Thorsteinsson
flat
where she incessantly plays
CONTRIBUTINGWRITER
Bach on the piano, poignantl y
Findinga moviethat willcapture humming the part of the cello that
an audience's heart and attention, is her lover played. One day, Jamie
a tough task. But Truly, Madl y, (Alan Rickman), returns to her. The
Deeply, a refreshing romance reunion is heart-warming and
beginning this week at Railroad touching and has a happy but
Square Cinema,does just that with unpredictable ending.
The movie marks the directional
its touching story and whimsical
debut of Anthony Minghella who
plot.
The film follows the age-old has worked as a writer on several
formula of ethereal intervention other films including T/ieDoctor.The
popularized by Shakespeare and, casting is excellent; the chemistry
more recently,the 1990 summer hit between Stevenson and Rickman
Ghost. In comparison withthelatter, shines with strength.
Into it final scenes,Truly,Madly,
Truly, Madly,Deep ly is more downto-earth; the characters are more Deeply keeps up a good balance
realistic and the circumstances between sentimentality and
surrounding them are less cliched. whimsy. The climatic twist in the
The movie is a piercing story end makes the film genuine. Even
dealingwithpersonalloss.The main though the humor is subdued in
character, Nina (played by Juliet comparison to Ghost,it is enough to
Stevenson), is left in shambles after lighten the sentimentalitythat could
the death of her lover Jamie. She easily bog down the story. Overall,
deals with her loss by repressing Truly, Madly , Deeply is a movie that
her emotions,except for occasional will leave the viewer feeling truly
outbursts during sessionswith her satisfied.Q

The Colby Collection

Pop goes the Warhol

Andy Warhol 's "J ackie II"

photo courtesy Colby Art Museum

paraphernaliaand personalities and
then creating tinted or painted
CONTRIBUTINGWRITER
reproductions, Warhol exposed
their essential elements. Singular
or multiple, the resulting image
Wham! Fowl Blast! Pop Art hit inevitably produced a neutral and
the scene in the sixties like a sometimes monotonous effect.
Within the walls of the Colby
Lichtenstein cartoon. Bold, bright,
Museum,
and brilliant, this new style was a Art
the
past
impressionists
and
reaction to both Abstract
portraits, down
Expressionism and contemporary the stairs, and around the Ted
Western consumerism, the latter Grooms pillar, there lies a lavenderpunctuated with television and blue photo silk-screen of Jacqueline
multiple advertisements. Fist Onassis titled J ackie IL It is an ideal
shown as "Realism," Pop Art was a Warhol,impersonal and consumerhumorous illustration of our times, reflective: the artistic style is that of
an amusing but profound social a newspaper clipping. Using
commentary on the '50s and '60s. minisculeblackdots adoublecloseAmong artists like Rauschenberg, up of Onassis is portrayed. Onassis
Tosenqu ist, Ruscha, and has an air of dignity, much like the
Lichtenstein,there liesan artist who two other women Warhol adored
personifies the Pop Movement in and repeatedly featuredIn his work,
both his work and personal/public E li za bet h Taylor an d Mar ilyn
Monroe.
lifestyle: Andy Warhol.
Warhol was indeed a master of
Campbell soup cans. Brillo
cartoons, Marilyn Monroe. Coca- media, a genius of American Pop
cola. Blue movie. Edie and the art, and J ackie 11 embodies
Underground.All these images are American sixties Pop a la Warhol.
trademarks of Warhol's work. By We arc very for t una te to keep
taking common, everyd ay constant vigil over her.Q

By Dawn Devine

Another 78 hoiirs and more...
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PLAN AHEAD
On .Sunday October 27th the
Southern Maine Music Society
wittperformHaydn'&Octet in F
for winds,the Mendelssohn
String Sinfonia ir* Dr and
P.D.Q.Bach's Trio for two
flutes, Jambourineartdtuba at
theTrinityEpiscopalChurch in
Portland. Tickets are$8.0D per
person,children under 12 free.
Tickets will be availableat the
door.
mttrpited by KarenDixon,
Assistant A&E.Editor

Music Review

Bowie and the Chili Peppers turn up cold
By Johan Dowdy and
Matthew Kales
STAFF WRITERS

New Chili Peppers not that hot
The long-awaited new release
by the Red Hot Chili Peppers has
arrived. Titled Blood Sugar Sex
Magik, this release explores new
territory only hinted at in the
Peppers' previous releases.
Driven by the musical prowess
of Flea Balzary, the band's virtuoso
bassistand horn-player,the Peppers
deliver pounding beats, wailing
guitar and lightning-fast vocal
eruptions. But when veteran
producer Rick Rubin (of Cult and
Slayer fame) applies his "less is
more" theory to the Peppers, some
of the punch is pulled from the
swirling soundsof theirtraditional
"bone crunching mayhem."
Despite this, Blood Sugar Sex
Magik is not without its moments.

Pantagruelism

Some of the old "magik" shines
through on tracks like "Suck My
Kiss," and "Get It Away," all-out
efforts that featureAnthonyKiedis's
sharp-tongued raps interspersed
with machine-gun bursts of guitar
from John Frusciante. Forthe postpunk generation,the Peppers offer
"Under the Brid ge," a semiautobiogt 'aphical ode to Los
Angeles.

seems to have taken as much effort,
if not more, than writing the songs.
There are a couple of likeable
tracts. "You can't talk" is one, due
tothefunky RedHotChilly Peppers
style melody and playful lyrical
quips, such as "I was under,
backwards, forwards/ holding
hands in the dark/ kissing some
kissing cousins/ kissing this." The
other mentionable track, entitled
"Baby Universal," shows minimal
talent with its rip roaring guitars
and engaging melody.
The rest of the album is an utter
disappointment.
A
most
unfortunate track, aptly named
Tin Machine: Tin Machine II
A couple of years ago, David Machine II , is destined to emanate "Sorry,"featuresHuntSalesonlead
vocals, sounding like a warped
Bowie left the pop scene of "Let's only a semi-audible plunk
The album 's flaws are record. As a result, Tin Machine II
Dance"fame and re-entered the art
music scene which first made him indefinable, but the presence of its comes as a major blow to Bowie's
famous. He got together with Hunt short-comings is obvious. It doesn't reputation. As it was attitude and
and TonySalesandguitarist Reeves feel genuine.The songs sound more not talent that first made Bowie
Gabrelsto form TinMachine'.Their imitative than imaginative, more famous, this album bears burning
first album came and caused a few contrived than genuine.The album testament to Bowie's somewhat
ripples. But the second album, Tin cover depicting the "cool musician" glossed-attitude. (J.D.)G
As lyrical and inspirational as
their new sound may be, a lot of
work is needed to integratethe old
roughness with the new sheen.
Blood Sugar Sex Magikdoes not
hail the second coming of the Red
Hot Chili Peppers, but it contains
enough energy and creativity to
suggest excellence in the future.
Indication of this prophecy lies in
the closing track of the album, a
cover song entitled "They're Red
Hot." In the end, the Peppers still
have their bite, their wit, and most
of all, their ability to jam. (M.K.)

by Ethan Gettman '92

Letters

continued from p a g e10

New polices
not bad
After losing my voice during an
argument with my roommates, I
was prompted"to write a response
to Chris Mastrangelo'sarticlein last
week's Echo. I applaud Chris for
speaking out for the ri ghts of
partiers and for voicing his
displeasure
with
the
administration. I think, however,
that he, like many other students,
has a twistedoutlook on Colby life.
Like Chris, I lament the days of
wild, crowded Student Center
partiesand missthe feeling of power
I experienced by -waltzing past
security at the age of 18 and
obtaining a beer with no objections.
I felt violated and confused when
this "right" was taken from me last
year. I blamed the "lame social
scene"on the fact that my "right"to
drink was taken away.
A year has passed and I'm able
to look at the new policies in a
differen t light. Thankfully our
administrators are competent
enough to realize the repercussions
involved in serving alcohol to
minors and have taken action to
protect themselves and the
students. As a minor, I have no
legal right to be drinking and can't
expect the school to give me that
right. I resent the fact, however,
that the administration was not
consistent with its policies from the
start and feel this is the root of most
students' gripes.
I don't think, as students, we
have much to complain about
concerning the alcohol policy. My
concern lies in the fact that the
phrase "social life at Colby" has
become synonymous with
drinking. If Chris is genuinely
concerned with the campus social
scene, surly he can come up with a
better excuse for its demisethan the
removal of the wooden blocks in
the men's bathroom at the Student
Center.
In the meantime, I've hung up
my old beer-filled "Student Center
parties only"shoes and have found
better things to do with my time
than stand in endless beer lines. I

Colby'sproblem,not my problem/'
put down your beer and raiseyour
hand.
For what it'sworth,I' velearned
that all change, no matter how
sweeping, begins with individual
Buffy Bennett '93 responsibility and individual
action. Waiting for an institutional
solution, I'm convinced, is waiting
for Godot.

also can only hope that Bob Barker
is a distant memory in forty years
and that the last of the Bingo chips
have been preserved at the
Smithsonian as ancient artifacts.

Wating for
Godot (or a
beer)

It's half-time on homecoming
Saturday. I'm crossing from the
soccer field toward Roberts lawn
with my eight-year-old and his
friend . A couple of male students
arebusytransferringcoldbeerfrom
thebacksseatof their car to anything
that will hold a beer can.
"Hey kid,you want abeer?"one
asks. It's just a goodrnatured joke,
and the joker gets a little laugh for
his efforts.
"Hey dudes," he calls out more
boldly. "You want a couple of
beers?"
"Sure,"says my son'snine-yearold friend with mock enthusiasm.
It goes no further , except that I
spend the next three minutes
explaining that the poor fellow has
probably already killed the brain
cells labeled "judgment."
But even a clever dad like me
can't doctor the spin on the message
delivered by our new scholarfriends. "Drinking is cool." "Grab
as much as you can possibly carry."
'Too bad you have to wait, kid."
There seems to be a consensus
that drinking is way out of hand on
Mayflower Hill and on campuses
across the nation. Still, the best and
the brightest continue to drink
themselves blind.
My third-grader seems to have
moreability to question the reasons
for this compulsive consumption
than do many 18to 23 year-olds. If
only students could have the
perspective that comes a decade or
two after graduation, things would
be different.
But they don't. And a sermon
about theperspectiveand judgment
that come with experience might as
well be a quiet fart in the Fieldhouse.
That much hasn't changes in the 17
years since I graduated, and it
probably never will.
Everybody who believes "It's

Stringed Instrument Shop
• Just 25 minutes from town.
• Professional, conscientious service over twenty yearsrepairexperience.
• Martin guitars a weakness - many
for sale at all times.
• Also banj os, mandolins, and fiddles.
• Strings and cases on hand at best
prices.
• Please call ahead.
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LS Siegler Stringed Instruments
» Vienna 293-2389 *

provides areas to be logged. Most
environmentalistslook beyond the
ephemeral existence of the spotted
owltothepreservationofthePacific
Northwest.
Thus, lobbyists did not spend
"too much time trying to shutdown
the logging industry to save a
species of owl." Rather they were
trying to preserve a fragile
ecosystem which is continually,and
unnecessarily, deteriorating.

that I write. It is up to Stu-A to
buckle-downand find out what we
want For once, let us make the
decisionsandlettheadministration
listen to us instead of only to
themselves.Q

Keith

continued f romp a g e10

it gets filtered down into something
as small, but as immeasurably
Stephen B. Collins 74
important, as your hall meetings.
Since the death of fraternitys,
Matt Brown '92 the campus has worked hard to
Laura Longsworth '91.5 developa system that givesstudents
more power as a unified whole.
That system stands before you.
We think Karney Hatch is abird
Unlike the past, student
brain in comparison to the wise old
continued f romp a g e10 government now has an influential
owl. In his article last Thursday,
role in all social events, academics,
"Who WillHelptheEarth?"Hatch's candidates was "listening to cultural events, dining halls,
point—"don't take everything you students' concerns." To that I say intramurals, room draw, and
hear at face value"—is important, "bullshit".
everything that goes on in between.
but we think he completely missed
It makes for great campaign From the alcohol policy to whether
the real point of why rhetoric, but when you get right or not strawberryjam is served with
environmentalists rally behind the down to it Stu-A has not asked us your toast,the students now have a
spotted owl controversy. Many our opinion on one issue this year, say in what goes on.
environmentalistsview the spotted (not that many have come up), and
Before I conclude, I have to
owl as an indicator species. If the most of usf wonder just what they confess I am a member of Stu-A.
spotted owl goes extinct, many are doing. We can only speculate, That does not blind me to its
other species may be endangered unfortunate as it may be, that they deficiencies,or make me deaf to its
as well-Thereal goal of saving the are acting as simple "yes- criticisms. More than anyone else I
spotted owl is to save an entire machines/'asin: "Yes,Janice,I think realize that our stud ent government
ecosystem and preserve the livesof that is good idea" and "yes, is an imperfect institution in one
all individual components within whatever you say administration." hell of an imperfect world. But I
the forests. If any one species
It is only fair to say that the know enough about Stu-A to know
disappears,the entire food chain is average student doesn't know.what that it is better than anything this
disrupted.
kind of debate goesonbehindclosed campus has seen before and better
Environmentalists behind the doors. We can only look at the than anything anyone else has to
spotted owl movement are not results which have not been offer.
necessarily opponents of the promising. For instance, the "oneAll of us in Stu-A try damn hard
logging industry. The most effective keg-per-lounge-per-party-form"is to do what you want us to do. We
activistsaim to preservethe logging a hot new rule this year and one have our limitations and our
industry as well as to save the owl. that has only added fuel to a fuming shortcomings, but the bottom line
.
There are realistic and sustainable campus.
is that we are doing thisbecause we
methods of logging less threatening
What I see happening this year want to help make a difference.
to forest life than current clear-cut is a dangerous precedent for future Respect us if you want, praise us if
practices. Selective cutting is one years. Students in general don't you want, curse us if you wantmethod which ensures the future of seem to care anymore because they but always understand that we're
many species by leaving areas of feel powerless. I myself feel ready to listen to you speak,and act
old growth forest, and it also powerless except for this column on what we hear.Q

Bird brain

Paul

HeatwaveVacations,Inc.is
looking for bright, personable individuals to promote
our Europ ean skiing an d
Car ibb ean Sp r ing Break
trips. Earn free vacations
and big paychecks.Formore
inf orma tion,call Gregory at
(800)-395-WAVE.

WANTED: "Copper to ne
Spring Break Tr ip " stu den t
represen ta t ive to promot e
trips to Cancun, Nassau ,
Bar bad os,Jamaica,Daytona

and Orlando. Bestprograms
available ANYWHERE...
earn cash , free trips, plus
more. Call for more information 1-800-222-4432 (9:00
am -5:00 pm).

Travel SalesRepresentative.
STS, the lea d er in collegia te
travel n ee d s mo ti va t e d
individuals and groups t o
promo te Winter/ S pring
Break trips.For information
call Stud en t Travel Services,
I t haca , NY at 1-800-6484849.

Spr i ng Break: Cancun ,
Bahamas fr om $259.00
inclu d es roun dt rip air , 7
nig hts ho t el , parties, free
a d miss ion , ho t el t axes an d
more! Organize a small
group. Earn free trip. 1(800)
BEACH IT.

Classifieds
ATLANTIC

OCEAN

LIVING. Nanny/Childcare
positions available. Full-time
live in situationswith families
intheBOSTONarea.Includes
roornandboard,automobile,
insurance.Salary range from
$150 to $300 per week. Great
way t o exper ience B os ton
families,culture,history an d
beaches. Call or write THE
HELPI NG HAND , INC. 1
WEST ST., BEVERLY
FARMS ,MA 01915 (508) 9220526.

Earn Fa bulous FREE Spr ing

Break Vacation while meeting new people and earning
cash.Workat your own pace.
Energetic , highly mo tivated
outgoingindividualsneeded.
Cal l Bob at Campus Holi days
1-800-627-4791 between 5pm
- 10pm CST.

Campus Represen t atives
needed" Earn free trip and
big commissions by selling
CANCUN , MEXI CO. For
more inf orma t ion call t oll free
at 800-755-7996 or in Con
necticut at 203-975-8833.

CAMPUS
REP S
W A N T E D 1 QUALITY
VACATI ONS TO EXOTIC
DESTINATI ON S! SELL
SPRING BREAK PACKAGES TO JAMAI CA,
CANCUN, B A H A M A S,
MARGARITA ISLAND.
FA STE ST TO FREE
TRAVEL AND $$$. CALL
SUN SPLASH TOURS. 1800-426-7710.

ADDRESSERS WANTED

immediately! No experience necessary. Process
FHA mortgage refunds.
Work at home. Call 1-405321-3064.

RAISI $500..,$ 1000...$ 1500

FOOL

HF BJ H»«H B83»
For your f raternity,

sorority, team or other
campus organization.
ADSOLUmY NO
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with special guest
Friday,October 25th
8pm, Wadsworth Gymnasium
Tickets:
Colby Students - $10 with ID
$12 - General Public
$15 - Day of Show for Everyone

I
Tickets on sale at the Stu-A Office Mon.-Fri. 9-12 & 1-4.
I Also available at the Record Connection, theMusicGallery,Bowdoin & Bates.
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Back , to Vietaaiii Students

Noted philosopher
Nussbaum to speak

Aft $KvitatSo»to «peu&«fe»tfa?3r t» Vietnam

Colb y host to Nor thern New England
Philoso phical Association conference
The Northern New "England
Philosophical
Association
(NNEPA) will hold its' annual
conference this year at Colby on
October 18th and 19th. The
meetingsare open to the publicand
will be held on the second floor of
Roberts Union.
Of special interest is the keynote
address by Martha Nussbaum on
"The Literary Imagination and
Public Life" at 8 p.m. on Friday the
18th. Nussbaum, from Brown
University, is University Professor
and Prof essor of Philosophy and
Classics there as well as Adjunct
Professor of Comparative
Literature. She is an exceptionally
powerful public speaker. Among
philosophers she is well-known for
her
groundbreaking
reinterpretations of Aristotelian
and Platonic philosophy in The
Fragility of Goodness. In this book,
she stresses the vulnerability of the
good life to tragic reversals of luck,

and she explores the depictions of
moral vulnerability in the writings
of Aristotle, Plate, and ancient
Greek tragic playwrights.
Nussbaum's notoriety is not
confined to philosophical circles.
She appea red on Bill Moyers'
"World of Ideas"seriesfor PBS and
did a BBC program on Aristotle for
the "Great Philosophers" series.
Much of her work has centered
on the role of emotion, perception,
and imagination in moral thinking,
particularly as portrayed through
literarycharacters. Her most recent
book, Love's Knowledge: Essays
on Philosophy and Literature.
pursues these themes. Her
forthcoming book is entitled The
Therapy of Desire: Theory &
Practice in Hellenistic Ethics.
^UPaniel Cohen, Cheshire
Calhoun* and Jill Gordon , all
professors in Colby's Philosophy
Department, will also address the
NNEPA.
f*—™™*™

lajaarary198$ twentyColby
sr.ade»t:s« faculty* and two
W&tervjriteeducatedspent three
weeks m^stheastAsia,, two of
t h ese in Vietnam on a "political
study toar,* Ours was the first
college group in the nation fa
visit Vietnam sincettnificaHonin
1975* Since t hen dozens of
Ame ri can co ll eges and
urriverSliiies have visited
V ietnam*
Now,,
with
rtormattzation of relations
between fits* U.S. and Vietnam
imminent,the Vietnamese have
invited a Colby College
delegation to return.
This, hip will be hosted hy
Viet-My, the Viet nam -U$
FriendshipAssodatiorvand will
includebriefings with political,
social, and educationalleaders
and groii psthroughout Vietnam.
The tour will include stops in.
HanoiWxe,Danang,artd Hbdxi
Mini* City {Saigon) r with boat
trtpsontheMekongandPerfume
river?; meetings with private
entrepreneurs as well as Pa rty
representatives ; the obligatory

visit lo Bo Chi • Mirth's
mausQleum; and brisftngs from
officials .at the Institute tot
International Relations,
instruction begins when we
board theflight in New Yorkand.
continues in our rest-uphotel in
Ban gkok, Research papers Cm.
some topic of the "revolution"
(which refers to the armed
struggle as well as the ongoing
''revolution ** of- fcransrorrnirtg
Vietnam's state economy into a
market one? Will be required,A
book reviewof Stanley Kamow's
Vietnam:
A History^ and
permission of the instructor are
the only prerequisites for the
course.
Interested students should
contact th« instructor* Roger
(Gover nment
Bo wen
Department) as soon as possible.
Total cost ofthetottrse>}nchiding
round-tripairfare,hotelsbreakfast
only in Bangkok and all meats
and travel inside Vietnam is an
estimated S2800r with a $500
nonrefundable d eposit d ue by
November I.
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Get off the Hill for a
Real Homecooked Breakfast
at

Country Creations

f
Bonnie s Diner

PUMPKINS,
PUMPKINS
Gifts • Cra fts •
Seasonal Items
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AS ALWAYS OFFERING QUALITY
FOR LE$$! NEW LOCATION!
44 MAIN ST. FAIRFEILD
OPEN 9AM-7PM SEVEN DAYS!

Visit Strike Three!
Sports Cards Shop

J

I

Colbv Special
Breakfast Sandwich
2 Eggs, Bacon , Toast,
Bacon , Cheese,
Tomato, Lettuce, j
Pancakes, Homefries
& Coffee
Fried Egg I
$1.90
$4.50
872-77 12
Open Seven Days a Week
5:30a.m. - 2:00p.m.
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DAVID MATHIEU CO.
Allen St., Waterville

^928

872-5518
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Behind College Ave.
Car Wash
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Benton Avenue - Winslow
Bear left after the Winslow bridge - then 3 miles ahead on the left.

OoHvary areas li mited lo unmr a salt driving.
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J • one coupon per pizza
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State Liquor ID's Required
During Live Entertainment
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madness
J
get a 16" cheese pizza and two g
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cokes for only $8.00
§
. .valid on Monday or Tuesday only
valid with any other offer ,
J • notspecial
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Wedn esday Nights
$4 cover
8-12pm

HowYouLike Pizza AtHome.
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needed
to work
this
weekend.
Please
contact
the
Athletic
Office at
Ext.
3364.
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Women s
Soccer
Struggling
By Elliott Barry
STAFF WRITER

Well,guess who's back,raising a stink all over again?
Toparaphrasethe deductions of ihegreatIrwin M</1?letch*
Ffefccher> "it must bfl that patter+ass Hanrahan^
Thzte right,Tom Hanrahanis alit once again, crying about
Colby sports becausehehas no otherway*o incite a riot He's got
another boneto pfck butthtetime or* Tommy had better "go
^
fetch"in someoneelse's backyardThe wonderfuland always inauspiciousSentinel gossip
colttmmslhas decided that Colbyfootball is wwchMdfootban/r
and that lie enjoys nothing more than -"rich kidiootballwhen the
Colby CollegeWhite Muleslose" {Sentinel,QcLl, 199*1.
In jfact^ injured Colby footballptayerPeter Cinolfi '92;
overheard Hanrahan as lie gaveWMHB a half-time interview on
phototy An Druker
the Colby-Hamiltonconiest*llike to see rich kids hurt each,
other/'true literaryguru proclaimedThis week's Devastator is Mike Eash '93,
Ifs gseaHo seeHanrahanat his best,missingfactsand;wrongly
Captain of the Woodsmen's Team. The
insulting people *
In thefirst place,since whan is Colbyfootball
"rich kid football?" Had Tom bothered to do his homework, he
three-year veteran led the charge for his
rn?g.fal have discoveredthat 4£ <*f the7QColby football players
woodies, as the squad won its first-ever
<#23%>receiveueed-bas«dfinancial sldVnot to mention those who
have campus jobs.
international competition. Great choppin',
Why &*ez Hanrahan lee! if s necessaryto further damage the
Mike!!!
Cotby»"Watesrvillerelationship by depicting:Colby athletesas rich.
anr$ snobbyTA fetter appeared on the opinionspage of fesfc
j
weekend^ Sentinet which hopeftilly madeits wayitOoTorflfe dog
dbKi
Jan Xighffootof Hincl^leyiMaine wrote*"Tne sr«rlenf$at
€klby,«arealllumped togetherasrich>spoiled kids in theminds
of theptiblicxSeforel wasfortunate enough toget to^personally
know Sonneof the studerits>1 must admit that's exactly how 1
thought of them- But because of personalcontact with,the pedpte
at Colby I havefound some of them fo be very earing fndividuatsr
1hav$ been enrichedbythsirassacMaon,"
"Ann has good confidence and
Why is it that Hanrahanperpetuates insultingand^esentmentBy T.J. Winiek
she is playing some solid tennis
causing myth& about Colbystudentsand faculty?And wheredoes
SPORTS EDITOR
right now," said Aboud.
he come off talking about richkid football, whenhehimself
In doubles, the White Mules
University?
if
(we
(Which,
assume) from#n«ceton
graduated
w^
fielded
2 teams, including the duo
The
Colby
women's
tennis
team
fol lowed Tom's crackerjack logic*would rank at least twenty
of
Chandra
and Kate Lavigne '95.
competed in the Rolex Invitational
notchesaboveColby on the elitist-snob scale.)
"I'm
pleased
with Kate's progress
Tournament at Wellesley College
In his column.Mr.Congenialityalso made sure to mention
for the first time this past weekend. and she's still improving," said
$everal of his friend* on the CoUby faculty,includingBd Hershey,
"It was a tremendous addition to Aboud.
and
how
they
all
deserve
to
win.
Austin,
Dick Whirmoreand Tom
Coach Aboud was grateful for
our
schedule," said Coach Paula
but
why
don't
agree,
W*on Mayflower Hitt whole-heartedly
the
Rolex Tournament because she
Abbud.
"We
got
to
see
some
of
the
thehafd-wotkittg Colby athletes also deservea victoryor two?
saw
it as an excellent warm-up for
best that Division III has to offer."
Jfcmrahan may have remainedir*goo44tandingi^thhj $
It was a tournament in which the New England's, which are 17comrades,and may haveenfoyedhis "lobster fra diavoto" with
each player competes as an 20th.
President Cotter,but hesure isn't making any friends in the
Looking at the season so far, and
individual, rather than as part of a
student body.
the
team's 3-4 record , Aboud
total
team
score.
Other
schools
iJOme
laughter
tt ?$ clear that Hanrahan wa$ trying to spark
commented
on last week's
included
^represented
Amherst,
with hisinsightful parodyol Colbysports,but the column
disappointing
loss
to Bowdoin.
Middlebury and Bowdoin.
resulted in a melange oi off-color remarksand pointless stereo"You learn a lot more from defeat
Colby entries in the singles
typing than
you do fromvictory,"she said.
competition
included
Tri-Captains
reaMy
too
thatTottutfU
can't
<*v<m write*
bad to $<*
If*
"I
think
the loss helps put things in
(#1
Lisa
Black
'92,
seed),
Reena
something
Maybe
legitimate sports articlewithoutfouling
up*
perspective."
(#2),
Chandra
'93,
and
Ann
next time he can be on the'level when writing about Colby sports
"This year's squad doesn't have
Bonniwell'94(#3). Black madeit to
As for Tom's concern about there being no boose in thepress
the
splendor or grandeur of the past
the finals of the consolation round
bo*:* it he watiteacoupteof pop*/perhaps he should try voting
and Bonniwell made it to the six years,but they are a great group
oneot the local wateringholes downtown, insteadof taking-m a
that just finds ways to win."Q
quarter-finals of the consolations.
Colby home game*That kind of support we can all do withoutJC1

Tennis gears up
for New England's

TheColby women'ssoccer team
sawits record fall to 2-5on Saturday
after travelling to Amherst, MA, to
face the Amherst Lady Lord Jeffs
and losing 1-0.
It was an uphill climb all day for
the Mules. Amherst struck quickly,
nettinga goal in the first five minutes
of the first half. The Mules kept
Amherst off the score board for the
rest of the first half, and gained
momentum in the beginning of the
second half.
'There was a fifteen minute
period in the second half when we
dominated. We werecontrollingthe
right side of the field and had a
constant attack," said Coach David
LaLiberty.
Colby was unable to get a goal
in this offensive outburst. As the
ten-minute mark approached ,
Coach LaLiberty brought his
fullbacks up to help put on the
offensive pressure.
The Mules were then hit by a
bad break. Colby had a free ball in
front of the net and all they had to
do was put the ball in, but as the
Colby forward went for the ball the
referee got in the way.
i ne ^.oioy attacKer tnppea over
the official, allowing Amherst to
punch the ball out. This broke the
forwards past the Colby defense
and allowed a two-on-nothing
break. Amherst capitalized to get
an insurance goal.
Coach LaLiberty felt the play
was bad luck, but "the official is
part of the field so there is nothing
you can really do about a situation
like that. It was just an unfortunate
set of circumstances."
Colby improved its record to 35 Monday with a 4-0 shutout of
Thomas College.
"[The victory] was a real turn
around for the team and hopefully
it will boost us into a good
weekend," said forward Amy
Clapp, who scored the third goal of
the day;
Colby will take this week to
practice for its upcoming road trip
to Clark University on the eleventh
and to Wesleyan on the twelfth.
"If we have a good week of
practice and work hard we should
have a good chance at taking both
games over the weekend,"
LaLj Wvnysaia.Lj
said.Q
LaLiberty

I SCOREBOARD
Men's X-Counliry

Women's Field Hockey

Colby 6, Thom as 0
3rd p lace out of 4 at Colby 1, UMaine 0
10/11 atConnCollege4:00
Nichols 1, Colby 0
UMaine
at
Clark
3:00
10/
12
Tufts 42, Colby 29
10/19 Sta te Meet at Colby 10/11 at Wesleyan 4:00
10/12 at Spr ingfield 10:30
10/12 vs. Wesleyan 1:30
Women's Soccer
Women's X-Country
Women's Volleyball
Men's Soccer
Amherst 1, Colby 0
UMaine 39, Colby 22
Thomas
0
Colby
4,
10/11 Green Mountain at
Colby 5, U. of Southern
10/12 MAIAW at Bates
at
Clark
4:00
10/11
St. Josepeh's 6:00
Maine 0
10/12 at Wesleyan 11:00
Football

Women's Tennis
10/12-13 CBB at Bates
Woodsmen's Team
First Place at the Unity
College Invitational
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X-coiintry holding steady
"Ace" Severance returns for women
By Greg Greco
STAFF WRITER
The Colby women's crosscountry teamhad a tough race this
week against University of Maine
at Orono, losing in the dual meet
22-39,but enjoyed the return of top
runner,MichelleSeverance'94,who
returned in strong fashion to win
the race.
Colby men finished third in a
four-team race,also held at UMaine.
The University of New Hampshire
won the meet with 21, UMaine
placed second with 39, Colby was
third with 63 and UMaine at Presque Isle finished a far-off fourth
with 114. Colby missed one of its
best runners,triatheleteAbeRogers
'95, who was in Australia competing in the world Junior Triathelete
Championships.
Severance won the women s
race in 19:22,44 secondsfaster than
thefield. Finishingsecond for Colby
and fifth overall in the 28-runner
field wasJulieEells '92,who ran the
5k race in 20:48. Third for Colby
was Polly Sheridan '92, who was
12th overall and ran the race in

21:49. Rounding out the top seven
were Kim Kenned y '92, (22:19),
placing 13th overall, Christine
Messier '94, (22:55), placing 15th,
Beth Hermanson '93, (23:26), placing 17th and SaraBurditt '93,(24:10),
placing 19th.
"It was tough, we were running without our top first-year
runners,Eri.keTroseth '95,and Beth
Timm '95,"said Coach Deb Aitken.
Both runners, who have consistently been in the top seven, were
unable to compete this week. "We
had some surprises. Hermanson
and Burditt ran very good races, as
well as Eells and Sheridan. It was
very good to have Severance back,
too."
"The biggest problem the
team has is injuries and sickness,"
said Aitken.This week at the Maine
meet at the Meadowbrook golf
course near Bates, the team will be
missingSheridanand Kennedy due
to graduate school exams, and
might lose others to sickness and
injury. "I'm just looking forward to
seeing all the top runners running
up to their potential," Aitken said.
The Maine meet will feature
eight schools with at least four full
teams: Bates, Bowdoin, Colby and
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Colby battled Nichols in a defensive struggle.

Up and down

*"°*YuhZ° Yama^ M

season for field hockey

from that," said Coach Deb Pluck.
"They were really psyched to play
us."
STAFF WRITER
ColbyappearedtooutplayNichols
Arollercoaster-likeweekfinished for the majority of the game, and
on a down note as the Colby field outshot its opponents 17-6, but the
hockeyteamlosttoNicholsCollege,1- Nicholsgoalkeeperwasable to silence
0, last Saturday. The White Mules' the White Mules.
Thefirsthalfendedwith the teams
recorddropped to 2-3with only seven
tied
0-0 as Colby missed severaleasy
games left.
"We didn't really play our game scormgchances/'Weshouldhavebeai
plan. We liketo createa lot of twoon winning 2-0 in the first ten minutes,
onesituations,butlthinkwegotaway but we just couldn't convert," Pluck
said.
With the game scoreless well into
the second half, underdog Nichols
began to gain confidence and create
scoring chances.Finally,with twenty
minutes to play, a Nichols forward
firedalooseball pastColby goalieDeb
Stinchfield *92, and scored the game's
only goal.
"Iwasdisappointedthatwedidn't
spark up right after their goal,"Pluck
said. Thespark came toolate asColby
dominated the last ten minutes.
On the previous Wednesday,
Colby shocked
undefeated
powerhouse University of Southern
Maine 1-0. USM came into the game
rankedseventhnationally and first in
New England. It was the Mules' first
victory over USM in six years.
Michelle Rowell '92, scored her
team-leadingthird goal of the season
off a corner-play pass from Tamiko
Davies92, with six minutesleft in the
first half. Colby weathered several
USM attacks to preserve the huge
upset.
"We've really learned a lot this
¦
week, beating a team that was
¦¦
pf toto by Mrs. Tack supposed to be much better than us
I
I Jonathan Zack '93 f inished 2nd in the Annual Martha 's Vineyard Invitational and losing to a team that we should
have beaten,"said PluckQ
I Windsurfing Tournament over,the weekend of September 29. The field of 21
8 comnetitors included both vrof essbnal and amateur surf ers.
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the University of Southern Maine.
Other schools include St. Joseph's
College, Westbrook College, University Of Maine at Presque Isle,
and Unity College.
The men's team was led by
Ben Trevor '93, who finished 9th
out of 46 in the five mile racewith a
time of 27:40, second was Greg
Rideout '92, who placed 11th with
a time of 27:52, third was Brian
Carlson '94 (27:54), finishing 12th.
Rounding out the top five wereBen
Strong '94, (28:16) at 15th and Jeff
Harrison '95, (28:19) placing 17th.
The men's race, like the
women's, was longer than usual
and times were off for everybody
by about one minute.
"I like the fact that our top
five runners ran within 39 seconds
of each other. It is a good sign seeing them run in a pack like that. The
team is training and running well
right now," said men's coach Jim
Wescott. "This week we ran more
economically and efficiently. We
hit our splits perfectly".
Colby will host the Maine
State meet on October 19th. The
team will have Rogers back from
Australia and should be near full
strenethD
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Men 's soccer on a roll; third straigh t shutout
By Amy Vr eeland

STAFF WRITER

In three hi gh-scoring matches this week,
Colby men's soccer beat the University of
Southern Maine, 5-0, won the Elm City Bowl
against Thomas College, 6-0, and rolled over
Maine Maritime, 8-0.
In the USM game, co-captain Doug
Oppenheimer '92, h ad a h at trick, scoring
twice on throw-ins and once on a corner kick.
Mike McCarthy '95, and Dave Cohen '95,
also scored. Chris Flint'92,and Captain Brian
Wiercinski '92, had two assists each, while
George Linge'92,and Rod Corey '93,had one
apiece. White Mules goalie Jason Eslick '92,
was credited with two saves while the Huskies
goalie had fifteen.
"Opie was more than in the right place at
the ri ght time," said Wiercinski. "We had
good set-ups that led to good goals."
The Elm City Bowl was the second shutout
of the week for the seventh-ranked White
Mules, and the cross-town rivalry also made
for a physical and scrappy game. With six
shutouts in nine games already this season,
the White Mules are looking to beat the Colby
record of eight shutouts.
Oppenheimer started the scoring with a
shot from a throw-in. Linge scored next,
putting the score at 2-0 at the half-time, while
M ike Gorr a '92, a nd Core y both scored on
headshotsinthe firstlSminutes ofthesecond
half. Wiercinski scored on a penalty shot
while McCarthy made the last goal of the

Men 's soccer is beginning to leave opponentsbehind on a regular basis. game with less than a minute to go. Colby
goalie Jim Condron '92,made six saves while
Thomas'two goalkeepers had thirteen saves
total.
"It wasn't acontest which totally surprised
us,"said Gorra."We had anticipated that we
would dominate offensively but th a t they
would pack in defensively so that we'd be
frustrated. Instead they spread out so we had

Woodies win big

space to work. They wanted to generate
offensively and sothey sacrificed defensively
and they couldn't cut it."
"Thomas did the opposite of USM, which
respected us too much and changed tactics to
put everything just in their defense," said
Wiercinski. 'Thomas brought their sweeper
up, which backfired because they were left
with no defense. Thomas had only given up

Gridiron Mules self-destruct

By Mike Eash
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The brown jackets of the Woodsmen's
Team madeColby proud Saturday with their
first-ever sweep of an international
competition. The men's A-team placed first
overall in a field of 14 teams, with first places
in crosscut sawing and the chopping relay
and a close second in the log roll relay.
The women's C team finished first in the
women's division with collateral firsts in the
crosscut and chopping events. The Jack and
Jill B team also placed competitively.
The first event was a crosscut saw relay in
which pairs of tea m members cut two
"cookies" off of an 8x8 block of wood and
then hand the saw off to the next pair. In this
event underdog Colby beat perennial
powerhouses University of New Brunswick
from Canada (where woodsmen's isa varsity
sport with athletic scholarships) and
University of New Hampshire, in an almost
unbelievable 35 seconds.
We re so psyched we have those
Canadians where we want them," said Sarah
Poriss '92.
The chopping relay consisted of the first
pair doing a vertical chop (felling the tree),
each member of the second pair doing a
horizontal chop (standing on the bolt and
chopping between your feet with a razor
sharp axe), and the remaining pair splitting
two bolts of wood (splitting into four full
length pieces with some of a one-inch round
dot on each piece).
For the men's A team Josh Eckel '94, and
"Camper" Dan Beivin '92, v-chopped, Mike

p hoto by Yuhgo Yamagnchi

four goals all season."
"It wasn't what I expected having seen
the two teams play,"said White MulesCoach
Mark Serdjenian. "Defensively we are really
playing well and just overall we've outscored
our opponents 26-3 on the season."
Oppenheimer is pleased with the way
that the team has been working together.
"The young players are coming into their
own," he said. "The team itself has come
together. In the beginning we were a little
unsure. We didn't have the England trip lik e
last year and it is amazing what we are
producing now."
"We've definitely improved our play,"
said Serdjenian. "In the beginning we were
producing chances but not finishing as well
as we have been recently. It also has taken a
couple of games for the sophomores who
moved up from J V and the first-years to find
their niche on the team."
Colby beat Maine Maritime Academy 8-0
on Tuesday and is looking forward to games
at Connecticut College and Clark University
this weekend.
"Conn. College is going tobe the toughest
game of the rest of our schedule. They are
always strong," said Wiercinski. "Clark is
also always tough. Even though they may
have lost some close games,they are always
good."
Oppenheimer agreed and stressed that
the team "can't take the rest of the season
lightly. It won't be a walk-through en d of the
season. We'll need to bea r down and
concentrate on the games."Q

By Hal Paul
STAFF WRITER

file photo

Eash '93, and Leif Merryfield'93, horizontal
chopped,and Mike Bombarded'95,and Dana
Blum '93, split. The winning women's team
had Poriss and Tudi thielc '94 v-chopping,
Sarah Bohlinger '94, and Gina Marsico '92,
horizontal chopping. JcannineCaunt '92;and
Kathry n Swaggcrt '94, finished off the
splitting event.
The log roll relay consisted of two people
moving a pile of pul p logs from one area and
back, followed by two other members rolling
a log around a course, and then the last two
team members rolled tho log up a ramp onto
a deck. The men's A team finished second in
the event. The women's C team also finished
spcond.
"This was abig win,but it's a long season
and we'll have to take things one meet at a
time," said captain Mike Eash, '93.Q

In the third quar ter , after Tufts
increased its leadto 27-7,Dloniziodirected
I
WWWIIWWPWWPWPIWIW ^^ fWWW ^ i^^ WWWW
the Mules back Into contention* From the
ThispastSaturdayatTu ftsin Medford, Colby 46, he completed two passes for 20
Mass* the Colby football team was its yards,after which tailbackLen Baker'93,
ownworstenemy,lo9ing42-29inafumble ran 29 yards to make it a 27-14 gameColby's next offensive series payed
ridden ,penalty-filled contest. ,
Tufts' football coach Duane Ford was off as Dionteio utilized the air on tough
asked , prior to last week's game against third down situations. Wide receiver Tim
Colby,what he considered to be the main Merrigari's '93 17-yard catch on a third*
strengths of his offensive unit. "We're and-thirteen and Baker 's 23-yard
still trying to find our offense. We think reception on a third-and-twelve were
quarterback Chris Wi Id is asuperplayer " crucial to Colby's 87 yard scoring drive,
Tlie Jumbos had no trouble locating which wait capped by a fo ur-yard
their offense Saturday Wild played touchdown scamper by Dionizio, With
superbly for the Jumbos (2-1) as he threw 13:44 left in the fourt h quarter, Colby
ior 149 yards and three touchdowns and trailed 27,21.
Colby wa$ never that close again, A
rushed for72 yards.Col by (1-2) out-gained
the Jumbos 416-372/ but three costly fumble by Baker and a Dionizio
turn over^ scaled their fate. The White intcrccptionstalled attempts madeby the
Mules have not won at Tuf ts since 1975, Mules to overcome Wild's two fourth"We were very disappointed by our quarter touchdown passes."Tufts did ah
play against Tufts, We ,didn't have the cxceUentjabcapHatteingonourmiscucs/
necessary mind foews/ said Colby head Austin said.
Offensive standouts for the Blue and
coach Tom Austin. "Bad things usually
Grfcy
in cJuded Merrigati with five
like
missed
happen when this k the case,
receptions
for 119 yards,, and Dionizio,
assignments and mj scues, We didn 't put
who
waa
33-25
for227 yards. On defense,
ourllamihon win faf enough behind us."
linebacker
Brie
DeCosta '93, had a team
With 20 seconds lef t in the first hal f,
Colby had the ball at its own Itf, hig!\ 12tackles,and<5ndJqhuCranoff >94,
Quarterback Jim Dionisio '92, who had had 11,
Austin looks lo next week's games
replaced starting 0& Wobby Watd '93,
Wesleyan hoping the Mules <ftn
against
af ter Ward suffered a lower back injury
recapture
the intensity they exhibited in
early in the second quarter, f umb led on a
keep er and the Jumbos recovered. the first two games. "We have what it
Fourteen second.* Wet Tufts scored trt takes to get it done," he aaid, "We just
have to do iVQ
take n 21-7 half time lead.

